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The high point in the story of Peter Pan comes when 
Tinkerbell is dying and Peter turns to the audience and asks 
those who believe in fairies to exclaim that belief, because 
that’s what keeps Tinkerbell alive. Unfortunately, there are 
those adults who believe that a winning proposal is also 
magical. “All you have to do is believe,” they say. “It’s 
like magic; some people have the touch, and some don’t.” 
 
Well, the fact is that Winning Proposals isn’t magic at all. 
But there is some fairy dust in every proposal that wins. 
The good news is that no one owns the fairy dust; anyone can 
use it to write a Winning Proposal. This manual uses some 
of that fairy dust, and if you use these tools, the next time 
you write a proposal, you’re likely to have people believing 
that you have found the fairy dust, too. 
 





Foreword 

Prepare to have your mind blown. 
My desk is littered with piles of business books. Even my Kindle 
account has its own virtual pile of books. Some of them were 
bought. Some were gifts. Others were sent to me in hopes I 
would provide an endorsement. 
Each of these books has a common thread that ties them all 
together. They are all half read. For whatever reason, after a 
few chapters (or even a few pages), I decided my time was 
better spent doing something other than reading the rest of 
that book. 
So, why have I read The Magic of Winning Proposals from “cover 
to cover” so many times? I want to share my perspective on that. 
What if someone wrote a book that provided the exact strategies 
the Coca-Cola Company or the Walt Disney Company use to 
beat their competition? And what if, in addition to that, this 
book contained the systems and forms they use to create this 
advantage? These are multi-billion-dollar corporations that 
today seem almost unbeatable. If it were ever written, that book 
would instantly appear on the New York Times Best Seller List. 
People would kill for that information, right? 
Now consider this. The book before you provides the exact 
strategies multi-billion-dollar consulting firms (among them at 
least two of the top ten engineering consulting firms in the world) 
use to beat their competition. In addition, this book contains the 
systems and forms they use to create this advantage. Yet, in the 
ten years since it was first written, you’ve never heard of it. You 
didn’t even know it existed. And neither did I. 



I stumbled upon this book like a clumsy sailor would stumble 
onto a hidden treasure chest. It was never published as a hard 
cover or paperback book. Rather, it was used as a training 
manual for some of the top consulting firms in the world. 
Towards the end of her career, in 2010, Laura Ricci quietly 
published her manual as a digital book. 
If I had not stumbled upon Laura’s website in 2011, I probably 
wouldn’t have known this book existed. If I wasn’t reading every 
book on the topic of proposals because I was writing my own, I 
might not have been willing or interested in reading it. And if I 
hadn’t reached out to Laura, like you, I wouldn’t have truly 
understood what I held in my hand. 
There are other books out there about winning competitive 
procurements. But what makes The Magic of Winning Proposals 
so much more useful is it doesn’t just explain how to write 
proposals. It holds your hand and takes you through an easy-to-
read, step-by-step, process...providing the forms to fill out along 
the way. It’s almost like she does the hard part for you. 
I subtitled the book, The Simple, Step-By-Step Approach To 
Writing Proposals That Win, Getting New Clients, and Implement-
ing an Unbeatable Marketing Plan because Laura’s guide to 
writing proposals is sandwiched in a no-nonsense approach to 
marketing your service-based firm. 
Once you read this book, you’ll understand why I have such 
reverence for it and why we are all so lucky that Laura allowed 
me to pursue a dream...getting this book in as many hands as 
possible. 
 

MATT HANDAL 
Author of Proposal Development Secrets 
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1 

ONE 

Now You See It; Now You Don’t: 
Why Your Marketing Might Not 
Work and What To Do About It 

Why Spend Money on Marketing? 

Picture this: A man walks up to you on the street. He’s nicely 
dressed, clean-shaven, and well groomed. “Excuse me,” he says, 
“I wonder if I might have a minute of your time to talk to you 
about how I can save you a great deal of money.” 
What do you do? 
1 Step around him and keep on walking. 
2 Say “Excuse me, I’m in a hurry,” then step around him and 

keep on walking. 
3 Say to him “Of course I’m interested. Please tell me more.” 
Unless you’re a very unusual sort of person, you’ll do 1. or 2. But 
why? Well, regardless of how he’s dressed or how polite he acts, 
you don’t know him. 
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Now consider this. The next day you see him on the elevator in 
your office building. He smiles and nods. Do you smile back? 
Perhaps. Or maybe you’re just trying to place him. “Ah yes,” you 
think. “It’s that fellow from the street.” 
That evening as you and the others in your car pool are leaving 
the building, you see him again. This time he’s getting into his 
car (a Mercedes convertible). He waves at you. Do you wave 
back? Maybe…weakly perhaps, but you now feel obliged to 
acknowledge his presence. You turn to the others and ask: “Does 
anyone know who that is?” 
“Sure,” one of them says, “That’s the guy from Robbletussen and 
Jalinsky…the marketing firm downstairs.” 
And let’s say this continues for a couple of days. You see him and 
he nods or waves each time until one day, he approaches you 
again. “Say there…my name is Bob. I just wondered if there isn’t 
some time when I might talk to you. It will just take a minute.” 
“Well…er…” 
“I really believe I might be able to save you a great deal of money.” 
And now, perhaps, you feel you can give him, at the very least, a 
minute of your time. 

The Two Keys: Credibility and Repetition 

There are two reasons why most of us would finally succumb to 
the man’s request: credibility and repetition. No one wants to do 
business with someone they’ve never met nor heard of. And 
repetition is necessary for us to make a place in our minds to 
record information about an opportunity. We remember things 
in context, and only after many contacts do we create a spot in 
our memory that is anchored to the person rather than the 
context surrounding that person. 
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Marketing recognizes these principles. They form the founda-
tion for any kind of solid marketing plan. We need to spend 
money on marketing because it’s not good enough to just deliver 
the message about your services and capabilities once. In order 
for your reputation to be created, you must repeat the message 
over and over and in different ways. 
Marketing research shows that it takes at least 7 exposures for 
most people to buy something. 
And it takes at least 12 exposures for most people to be able to 
remember one offer as distinct from another. Since credibility is 
the first requirement for any sale, the first goal in exposure is to 
establish yourself or your business as credible. And because 
repetition is the second requirement, you need to establish a 
context for yourself. Both of these critical elements take time and 
money. But if it’s done right, it’s well spent. 

Getting to the Top of the Magic Wand 

The human brain stores information by categories on “rods” or 
“wands.” Just to get assigned to a wand, we must have at least 3 
(but more often 7) exposures. So, if one of the wands is “neigh-
bors” and you move into the neighborhood, a few exposures 
will establish a place for you on your neighbor’s wand. But for 
him to cite you as the first neighbor that comes to mind when 
someone says “neighbors,” you’ll need many more exposures to 
move to the top of his “neighbors” wand. 
Remember: exposure is always contextual at first. We use the 
time or place as a common theme to the detail of a face. Only 
after many more contacts do we create a spot in memory that is 
anchored to the person rather than the context surrounding that 
person. 
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It gets even more difficult if you want to be on a new wand, 
under a new category. It takes at least 12 exposures to create a 
new wand. So, if you want to be thought of as the number one 
babysitter, you’ll need 12 or more exposures (in addition to the 
exposures that put you in the “neighbor” category) to get this 
accomplished. 
And varied exposures work best. People make the connections in 
different ways. So if you want to be most effective, you’ll have to 
send your message in different ways. Some people connect with a 
good description, some with a good picture, and others with a 
good handshake. But each style of exposure adds to the required 
total. While a person-to-person contact is the strongest, other 
styles of contact can increase your exposure as well. 

Good Work Is Not Enough 

A new family moves in, and very soon several neighbors  stop 
in to introduce themselves. They learn that the new family 
has a young son who’s interested in playing baseball, and the 
parents are concerned about whether they’d arrived too late to 
join the Little League. The wife has just been learning Asian 
cooking and wonders if there’s an Asian market in the new 
community. The husband enjoyed playing racquetball where 
they last lived, but doesn’t know whether he’ll be able to take 
it up here or not. 
The first neighbor hears all of this and says, “I have just what 
you need,” and returns a while later with a stack of 
newspapers and magazines. “Here’s everything I have that 
might be of interest to you. It’s the last two years of the city 
magazine and the last six months of the local newspaper. 
Everything you need to know is in here!” 
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The second neighbor hears all of this and says, “I have just 
what you need.” She returns a few days later with 12 pieces of 
paper upon which she has printed out the local little league 
schedules and rules that are posted on the Internet. She’s got 
clippings from a news story about Asian cooking classes offered 
by an Asian grocery nearby. And finally, she has a magazine 
article about racquetball clubs, with pictures of local courts in 
the city. 

� � � 

Which neighbor stands out? What makes your organization 
stand out? It’s not just the information the neighbors provided, 
but the quality of that information, the fact that the second 
neighbor focused on the specific needs. They may have both 
expended the same amount of energy, but the second neighbor’s 
efforts were more meaningful to the new neighbors. 
The fact is, there’s plenty of good work and good workers 
around. For every opportunity there are usually several good, 
well-qualified firms to do the work. Ego may make you believe 
that you’re the best, but it won’t convince your client. They 
aren’t just looking for someone to help; they’re looking for the 
“best firm for the job.” And that’s not necessarily the least 
expensive, it’s the one that provides the best value, that is, the 
most appropriate level of skills at the best price to get the best 
results. 
Some firms use the encyclopedia approach to marketing. They 
spend lots of money collecting everything they are proud of, and 
then deliver it all to the customer. Everything the customer 
needs to know about your firm is there, but they have to find it. 
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Like the second neighbor, listening to the customer first is the 
better approach. Finding out what they need most and then 
providing exactly the information they are seeking is of greater 
value. And this is how we provide better value in our market-
ing— focus first on the customer. 
Spend your money where it will make a difference and avoid 
wasting money on activities that don’t work. Sounds simple, 
doesn’t it? 

Being The Best Is Not Enough 

Imagine a world where the best always won. There would only 
be one local dentist, one patent lawyer, one tax accountant, and 
one civil engineering firm. If we only ever chose the best, all the 
other, lesser, firms would go out of business. 
If you’ve ever knowingly bought a product or service that wasn’t 
simply the best, you can’t deny the best doesn’t always win. 

A Good Presentation Is Not Enough 

A good marketing plan, a slick presentation of marketing 
materials, captivating conference speeches, firm handshakes, and 
professional presence are not enough to win work. That’s 
because there are only a few times when the buyer is really ready 
to buy. Until that moment, your marketing campaign will not 
result in work. 

A Good Proposal Is Not Good Enough 

In every competitive procurement, someone knows about the 
opportunity before the Request for Proposal (RFP) comes out. 
And that someone is, more often than not, the winner. 
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That bears repeating. In every competitive procurement, someone 
knows about the opportunity before the RFP comes out. The winner 
knows something the losers didn’t know. They know how to be a 
winner. They have a system to make sure they are running after 
the “right stuff,” and they don’t waste resources on low probability 
wins. They preserve their resources so they can be lavish with their 
time and attention on the best opportunities. 

� � � 

A group of engineers heard about an outstanding proposal 
another group in their firm produced that won a huge award 
from a customer just like theirs. They were very anxious to 
capitalize on the success of this other group, so to save themselves 
some time, they took that proposal, replaced the customer’s 
names, and submitted it. 
They then waited patiently to hear about their magical proposal 
winning yet another award. Weeks went by with no word, so 
finally, they called to inquire. “Yes,” the customer said, “an 
award was made. And the consultant is already on the job.” 
“What?! That can’t be! What happened?!” 

� � � 

What happened was that there was no magic in the second 
version of the winning proposal. The magic was in the first 
version because the magic is in knowing the customer. Knowing 
your customers’ wants and desires (not just what they need) and 
having a marketing plan in place to capitalize on your knowledge 
works every time. Your winning proposal is simply the proof that 
the customer was right to select your organization. 
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Customer CASEs 

There are generally four cases a customer might be in when they are 
approached by someone trying to make them their “First Choice” 
supplier: 

Crisis, Arrogance, Satisfaction, or Expansion. 

 
noun. 1. An instance or example of the existence or occurrence of 
something. 2. A set of circumstances or state of affairs; situation. 
3. A set of reasons, arguments, or supporting facts offered in 
justification of a statement, action, situation, or thing. V. cased, 
cas·ing, cas·es. Slang. To examine carefully, as in planning a crime: 
case the bank before robbing it. 

A Case of Crisis 
A customer in a case of crisis needs help but isn’t taking the time for 
careful consideration that a customer in a case of expansion would. 
You must do two things with someone in the case of crisis: (1) restrain 
yourself from telling them that “you told them so” and (2) present a 
quick fix solution. Only after the crisis is over can you try to discuss 
longer range, more strategic projects that can prevent the crisis from 
ever happening again (or uncover other lurking issues due to become 
crises). 
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A Case of Arrogance 
An organization or customer who is disconnected from reality and does 
not perceive any competitive threat to their position is usually suffering 
from arrogance, and they will be hostile to anyone who dares to 
suggest things are otherwise. Customers with a case of arrogance will 
not buy anything, but you should stay close by. Fortunately (for you), 
arrogance never lasts. Arrogance thwarts the ability of the customer to 
notice what is going on around them, and very soon these customers 
will most likely be facing a crisis. It’s just a matter of time. (Time, of 
course, is relative to different industries – in the retail soap trades, very 
soon will be within the quarter; in the government, very soon may be 
two senatorial terms from now.) 

A Case of Satisfaction 
When a customer is in a case of satisfaction, there’s very little hope of 
winning work or making a sale. The customer believes that his or her 
current situation is all right. They don’t feel like looking at other options. 
For example, the proverbial “retired in place” administrator doesn’t want 
to change anything. It’s all downhill for him. The last thing he wants to 
hear about is a change. So you’re not likely to make a sale here, and 
should move on to another better opportunity. 

A Case of Expansion 
A customer (or organization) in a case of expansion sees new 
opportunities and is looking for new ways to solve problems. You are 
most likely to make a sale to a customer in this case. In a case of 
expansion, you are welcome to present new solutions, and you’ll find a 
willing ear. More importantly, a customer with a case of expansion 
needs solutions and suggestions! 





 

11 

TWO 

The Process Winners Use to Win: 
How To Set Up Systems That Will 

Lead To More Contracts 

Strategy and Analysis First 

Identifying the Goal 

It’s an old cliché; that’s why it’s still true: You can’t get anywhere 
if you don’t know where you’re going. That’s why the only 
marketing activities that succeed are those with thoughtful 
consideration behind them. And marketing will be a major factor 
that determines whether or not you are successful in your 
proposal pursuits. 

The Marketing Plan: A Process, Not a Product 

Your marketing plan represents a process. It must evaluate all of 
the available opportunities, compare them to the solutions your 
organization can provide, and then take the steps necessary to 
get you where you want to go. 
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The Marketing Plan should be clear and have enough detail that 
the managers responsible for selecting specific organizations as 
marketing targets can test their selections against the Marketing 
Plan and have some confidence they are making the right choices. 

Stage One: Starting Questions 

The first stage of developing a solid marketing plan requires 
asking yourself questions about what your organization does 
best, what it can offer to the marketplace, and what marketplace 
you’re most competitive in. 
The answers you come up with won’t all be correct. But it’s a 
starting point. Just about the time you think you’ve got a mar-
ketplace figured out, it’ll move on you! So marketing plans are 
usually only good for one year at the most. 
If you’re in a dynamic marketplace, or you’re building a market-
ing plan for a new technology, you’ll be editing and changing 
that plan each week as new intelligence is gathered. 

Stage Two: Organization Questions 
Next you’ll need to ask questions like these about your organization: 
Ɣ Where are the best matches between the services/products 

we provide and the needs of the marketplace? 
Ɣ What’s already working well in the marketplace? 
Ɣ Is there an opportunity for us to follow this example because 

of growth in a new region? 
Ɣ Where are the gaps in services or products that you may be 

able to fill? 
Ɣ What is not available in the marketplace? How can we verify 

whether the need has demand behind it, or is it just a need 
that does not have enough demand to overcome inertia? 
(Remember how strong the pull of inertia is!) 
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Stage Three: Customer/Client Questions 

You also need to ask questions about your clients. The best way 
to do this is to make two lists that respond to two questions: 
1 What do your best customers look like and why are they your best 

customers?  
Write down the answers to these questions and be specific 
about what it is that makes these customers the best, includ-
ing any cultural attributes that make working with them en-
joyable for your organization. 

2 What do your worst customers look like? 
Write down exactly why they are on this list, including what 
they do or don’t do that does or does not fit with your organi-
zation. Be specific in detailing the points that rub you raw. 
Maybe their accounting system drives you wild, causing lost 
time and money trying to get your invoices through their 
system. Or maybe their internal process for handling reviews 
of professional work is chaotic, and this eliminates your mar-
gins with their schedule failures. 

From the two lists, you can now write a description of your ideal 
customer. What elements should you be looking for that will be 
better matches for your organization. 
You may decide to change some things in your organization in 
order to better match with some of your customers. Sometimes 
reorganizing your own accounting systems makes some of the 
Worst Customers your Best Customers immediately. 
All of this analysis goes into your marketing plan. And remem-
ber, the plan will be fluid to accommodate new information as 
it’s discovered. Even though goals and targets will shift, there 
must a plan. After all, how are you are going to get “there” if you 
don’t know where “there” is? 
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Stage Four: Sharing the Plan 

The marketing plan must be shared with everyone in your 
organization. The organization can’t move together unless 
everyone knows what the course is that’s being charted. 
Your organization is not so much like a ship as it is a bunch of 
canoes lashed together with ropes. The trip can’t be made if 
you’re headed out onto a lake without sharing a target. When 
everyone knows what the plan is, they can support the plan in 
the hundreds of little ways that add up. 

� � � 

One organization I worked with set a goal to pare down their 
customer list to the most profitable clients, their top 50. 
Everyone in the organization was shown the list. One day in 
the reception area, a customer from one of the top 50 was 
waiting for the same person as a customer from the bottom of 
their client list. 
Because the receptionist knew where the firm’s priorities were, 
she gracefully shepherded in the top 50 client without letting 
on that she had put her in front of the other client. 
This is an example of one of those “little hundreds” of ways 
that everyone in the organization can contribute to the goal – 
if they buy into it. If they’re told about it and the information 
is shared with the entire firm, you’ll be amazed at the results. 
When management has the nerve to open up and show 
everyone where they are going, there’s no stopping you from 
getting there. 

Stage Five: Selecting the Targets 

At this stage, the Marketing Managers should be ready to select 
target organizations for a marketing approach and investigation. 
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After checking the target against the Marketing Plan, they work 
to identify how best to infiltrate the target organization and 
collect and analyze the intelligence gathered. 
By first finding out the CASE of the organization and then 
identifying the BUGS and documenting the ISSUES, you can be 
in a position to decide whether your organization can be a winner 
with this prospect and turn them into a customer or client. 

Identifying the Buyers 

Managing the BUGS 
The days when just knowing the whims of the CEO were 
enough to give you an edge over the competition are over. 
Marketing for large, complex programs is no longer a single 
individual’s decision. Many people must be enthused or at least 
passive before an award is made. Unless you are De Beers, you 
don’t have a monopoly on answering your client’s needs. So we 
must be dedicated to collecting the information from everyone 
that together makes up the “needs” of the customer. 
One thing that really BUGS organizations is figuring out what 
the folks in the client organization are going to do next. By 
analyzing the target organizations, the BUGS, or buyers, can be 
strategically managed. 
That’s a lot of folks to talk to! But if you’re selling a complex 
product or service to a large organization, understanding the role 
of each of these buyers is critical. You must get to know them 
well enough to focus your proposal appropriately. 
One of the reasons that your incumbent competition is hard to 
unseat is that more than just one person needs to be convinced 
that a change would be good. And they all must reach that same 
conclusion at a moment that is appropriate to bring in a new 
organization. 
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Four Types of Buyers (BUGS) 

There are just four types of buyers. I call them the Bosses, the Users, the 
Gatekeepers, and the Supporters. They’re the BUGS you must learn to 
manage. 

Bosses 
These are the ones who hold the purse strings of the organization. If 
things have been done one way for a long while, a Boss can move the 
organization (and the attendant budgets) in another direction. So it’s 
absolutely critical that they be identified for every prospective sale. You 
need to know what the Boss’s intended path is so you can craft your 
proposal to match their direction. 

Users 

These folks want to know that your proposal will work for them and solve 
the problem they are responsible for managing because they have to 
deal with the day-to-day details. You need to know what their operating 
environment is like so you can meet their needs with your proposal. 
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Gatekeepers 
These people can say “No” but they can’t say “Yes.” Their function is to 
monitor the process and make sure your proposal meets the requirements 
of the organization. They often want to be identified as Bosses, but you 
can often identify them as Gatekeepers because they’ll tell you that 
they’re the final decision-maker. “Yessir,” they’ll say, “the buck stops 
here. The folks upstairs just ‘rubber stamp’ my decision.” This attitude 
makes them dangerous because if you take them at their word and 
believe they really ARE Bosses, you’ll never find out what the Boss 
upstairs REALLY wants. Gatekeepers are important to the process (they’ll 
make sure you know that!) but they aren’t ever the only Buyer in an 
organization. 

Supporters 

This might be a User who became enamored of the product at a 
demonstration, or someone who has worked with you before and feels 
your work would be a good value for their organization. They’re familiar 
with your solution and want to see it applied in their organization, and 
you should enlist their help. But rather than trying to sell them, you 
should use them to coach you on who the players are for the target 
project in front of you. 
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Issues of Critical Importance 

The most important information you collect during your 
marketing efforts is the ISSUES OF critical importance to the 
decision-makers (the BUGS) you’ve identified. 
 

ISSUEs of Critical Importance 

is·sue 
noun. 1. A situation that presents difficulty, uncertainty or perplexity. 
2. A problem. 

The issues of critical importance are those things that are of most 
concern to your BUGS. A key purpose of your marketing endeavors will 
be to find and understand these issues. These issues will be critical to 
meeting the needs of your customer. When dealing with ISSUES, you 
should keep these three important things in mind: 

Issues of critical importance may or may not relate directly to 
the project you are targeting 
“I really need to get this project done fast!” or “We just don’t have the 
manpower to do this right; we need someone who can join us to get this 
done!” These are the kinds of comments more commonly heard; however, 
life may intervene with unwritten (and unanticipated) requirements. 
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In such cases, you may hear remarks like “My son has cancer. I really 
need to be home with him and my wife a lot more this year, so I need 
someone to take care of the day-to-day supervision.” or “The chairman 
of our board is up for election this year. If this project isn’t finished 
before the campaign, she’ll have a tough time dealing with the 
opposition.” 

Collecting these issues is the core to a winning proposal  
This is the heart and soul of the “Magic.” And this is what winners 
understand. Knowing what the real issues are gives you the magician’s 
edge. 

Issues change over time 
You can’t assume that the issues of a few years ago are the issues of 
today. Old information is worse than a black hole; it’s a time bomb. You 
must confirm with the subjects themselves what today’s critically 
important issues are. 
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Identifying the Gaps in Knowledge 

Finding the Black Holes 
Black Holes are the things you don’t know…yet. As you go 
through the marketing process, you should take notes and 
evaluate what information you’re still missing so you can identify 
where the Black Holes are. 
Once you’ve found the organizations who have the right CASE, 
and you’ve outlined all the BUGS, and you know each of their 
ISSUES, you have the information you need to construct a 
winning proposal. 
This kind of analysis is the opportunity to plan to use your 
resources wisely. You’ve targeted the organizations with your 
marketing plan, you’ve found the prospects who are in the right 
CASE, and after investigating that organization, can identify all 
the BUGS, and you’ve discovered the ISSUES for each of the 
BUGS. Any blanks in this list are Black Holes and someone 
needs to try to fill in those Black Holes. It is difficult to win 
when you leave Black Holes, and provides an opportunity for 
competitors to step in. 

� � � 

Each of three firms competing for the design of a new bridge 
used their most recent stunning examples of bridge design for 
very complex bridges as proof that  they were best qualified for 
a small bridge project. 
The young structural engineer from the fourth firm, who was 
hungry to win his own bridge design project, did his site visit 
just like all of his competitors. But while he was visiting the 
site, he took a camera and shot a few pictures. And he stayed 
for lunch at the local cafe and was introduced to the President 
of a local Homeowner’s Association across the river from town.  
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The man explained that they were a retirement community 
and this was their only way to get into town. 
“How long,” he asked, “would the bridge be out? And what 
happens if there is an emergency? How do we get out if there 
is a forest fire?” The engineer took it all in and, later on, 
made some notes. 
He knew that everyone would be using the same method to 
construct the new bridge, a method call “staged construction,” 
in which one-half of the bridge is demolished while the other 
half stays open to traffic. One half of a new bridge is built and 
then the new half-bridge is opened while the second half is 
torn down and rebuilt. But this engineer knew something that 
the other firms didn’t know. He knew that the folks across the 
river from town were worried about how this would work. 
He inserted detailed drawings in his proposal to prove to the 
public works engineer that his drawings would be complete 
enough to avoid any construction delays. And he also 
inserted some drawings for the less knowledgeable members 
of the city council that illustrated the “staged construction” 
process step by step. 
The first picture showed a cross section of the old bridge, the 
next, one-half of the old bridge. The third picture was of one-
half new bridge and one-half of the old bridge, the next, one-
half new bridge with old bridge torn down, and finally two 
halves of the new bridge joined together. 
This young engineer also included a guarantee that he would 
be on 24-hour call during the construction period just in case 
the contractor had any questions or problems. 
The total cost of this extra bit of work? $20.15 for extra sets 
of drawings. The value of the contract won? $450,000.00! 

� � � 
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There were Black Holes that were missed by the other engineers 
because they didn’t have a system to collect, evaluate, and 
investigate their market intelligence. They had all the qualifica-
tions to do the job. In fact, their qualifications were probably 
better, but they had several Black Holes they didn’t know about: 
The insecurity of influential community members. The lack of 
sophistication of some of the selection committee members who 
needed to explain to residents what “Staged Construction” 
meant and why it would solve their concerns. And finally, the 
threat of problems during construction coinciding with forest 
fires, which required the reassurance of a way out and help on 
the way. 

The Black Hole Report 

After you have filled out this form, talk with someone who can 
challenge you on whether you’ve got everything you need. A new 
set of eyes may notice that the ISSUES just don’t ring true, or 
that the organization is too large to have just one User buyer for 
this project, or that you need to consider whether the stock 
market activity hasn’t changed the CASE of the Boss on your 
Black Hole Report. 

Making an Action Plan 
What Needs to Happen? 

Once you’ve identified the Black Holes, you need to take the 
next step: fill them in. You do this by evaluating what actions 
need to be taken to gather the information needed to fill them 
and determining whether outside help may be needed. 
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Black Hole Report 

Prospect   Date   

Target Project/Sale   

Describe this prospect: Compare them with the “BEST” and “WORST” 
customer descriptions from the marketing plan: 

 
BUGS: Buyers 
in Prospect 
Organization 

CASE 
of 
Buyers 

ISSUES of Buyers in Prospect 
Organization: What are their 
issues of critical importance? 

Boss   

Users   

Gatekeepers   

Supporters   
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Budgeting for Success 

The clearer the marketing team is about what they will be doing 
with the budget, the better their chances for success. A well-
respected Marketing Manager for Lockheed Martin explained 
that he could tell when the budget request was for a loser because 
it was never for enough money to do the job that the competi-
tion would do. 
“When folks are unwilling to commit themselves to the effort 
necessary to win, there isn’t much point in committing enough 
money to come in second.” 
Determining the budget for the marketing isn’t all that complex. 
As a general rule, professional services spend one percent of the 
project amount to market and win the project. This rule was 
developed by firms bidding on multi-million dollar projects, but 
it applies equally to projects of smaller size. If the marketing 
budget (including the cost of the proposal) is not this much, you 
should ask why not. And if it is over this amount, you should 
also be asking why. 

Do You Need the Help of Outsiders? 

You need to determine if your organization has the right people 
to help and if not, if you need to supplement their efforts with 
outside expertise. You might want to consider teaming with 
other organizations on the project. If so, you need to know what 
resources could they bring and what benefits they would derive 
from teaming with you. 
Both outside expertise and teaming arrangements often involve 
senior management. When everyone is gung-ho, it can be hard 
to recognize that you are facing an unknown you don’t need to 
face alone, or staring at a brick wall you could scale with a 
partner on your team. 



 

25 

THREE 

How To Find The Real Clients 
and Get Inside Their Head 

(Even When You Don’t Know Where To Start) 

Identifying the Client Target 

The process of identifying the client target involves four important 
decisions. You must: 
1 Identify the specific organizations that are good prospects 
2 Identify who from your organization is best suited to partici-

pate in this marketing effort 
3 Identify the level at which you need to establish your relation-

ships in order to be successful 
4 Identify the right match of levels between yours and the 

client’s organizations. 
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Identifying Good Prospects 

Once you’re sure that the marketing plan and goals of your 
organization are understood, it’s time to identify the specific 
targets. In most cases, you already know which organizations are 
your best prospects. Your previous experience with them should 
give you a sense of the ones with whom you’ll have the best 
chance of achieving the goals you outlined in your marketing 
plan. Nonetheless, in dynamic markets, you might benefit from 
doing (or hiring) some market research to identify prospects of 
which you may be unaware. 

Identifying Your Best People 

Once you’ve identified the specific organizations that are good 
target organizations, you need to work on a marketing project to 
infiltrate the prospects and learn more about how you might be 
able to help them. That’s where the next decision comes in. You 
now need to determine who from your organization is best suited 
to participate in the marketing effort for each target organization. 
Staff members who already have a relationship with the target 
organization are obvious candidates. But don’t overlook relation-
ships developed during previous employment either. Once you 
have the right people, you can form a team and charge them with 
collecting intelligence and helping to fill in the Black Holes. 

Identifying the Right Level 

At what level do you need to establish your relationships in order 
to be successful? Is your goal a large project? (I mean large in the 
eyes of the target organization, not yours.) If so, you’ll need to 
meet at a higher level in the organization. On the other hand, if 
your proposal is for work that is not in the main business area for 
that organization, your “Boss Buyer” may be in the middle of the 
organization’s structure rather than at the top. 
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Identifying the Right Match of Levels 

This is the last step. Always try to match the levels of people in 
your organization with people of the same level within the target 
organization. Sending a junior staff person to meet with a Vice 
President is likely to make both parties uncomfortable. You 
would do better to enlist the help of a Vice President within your 
organization when your buyer target is a Vice President of the 
target organization. 

Setting the Goal for Your Meetings 

When your meetings are planned better, gathering information 
is better, and GO/NO-GO decisions are easier later on. That’s 
why each meeting should be planned. 

Don’t Go on a Safari Unless You Know What You’re Hunting 

You don’t go to a client’s site and start work without a plan. 
When you arrive, you know what you’ll be doing. Likewise, 
marketing is successful when it is handled the same way. The 
travel, the lost opportunity to be working on chargeable work, 
the time wasted figuring out why you’re there: these all add up 
quickly. Make sure you get the most out of these marketing trips 
by planning your meeting. 

Go/No-Go Decisions 

The sooner you realize that you’re spinning your wheels, the 
more money and time you save for another, better, hotter 
prospect. 
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Marketing Meeting Worksheet 

Here’s a set of questions you should be able to answer for any 
marketing meeting. 

 
What is your objective for this meeting? Why are you visiting? 

What do you want to happen? What is your best outcome? 
What will you say to try to make that happen? 

What is the least that must happen in order for you to continue considering this 
relationship as worthwhile to pursue? What must the other party bring to the 
meeting? What must they agree to do as a result of your meeting? 

What Black Holes are you needing to fill? What is the CASE of the BUGS 
you’ll be meeting with, and whose ISSUES are you seeking? 

What will the competition be likely to offer this client? 
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So then how do you know if you’re working on a loser? If you set 
goals for each step and then measure your progress against those 
goals, you can easily see when things aren’t progressing well. 
And when that happens, it’s time to re-evaluate that target 
organization. Or you might get some others in your organization 
to come in and brainstorm new approaches. But if you have 
broken down the process, so that you can realize early on that 
this particular prospect is not worth your time, you’ll be able to 
spend it better elsewhere. 
Remember this, because it can save you a lot of money: The most 
profitable thing you can do is NOT pursue business you won’t win. 

Time In and Time Out 

There’s a tendency on the part of most people to become more 
attached to something the more time they have put in on it. 
Without the inclusion of GO/NO-GO decisions, it’s easy to 
become so entrenched, to have so much Time In that you’re 
unwilling to let go. Winning teams take Time Out…often. 
Every step along the way is an opportunity to turn back and turn 
off the money faucet, to stop wasting time and resources on a 
target organization. And there is not just one good time for a 
GO/NO-GO decision. Anytime you have doubts about whether 
you are making sufficient progress is a good time for a GO/NO-
GO meeting. Just before committing to answering a Request for 
Proposal (RFP) is the most common time for a GO/NO-GO 
meeting, but anytime is good. 

Reviewing the Meeting Results 

Believe it or not, after spending a great deal of time and energy 
visiting a prospective buyer, people often neglect the important 
step of reviewing the meeting results and giving them a thought-
ful analysis. As with the other activities we’ve covered, evaluating 
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your progress at every step of the way always puts you one step 
ahead of the competition. 
And it’s not all that difficult. There are just two aspects of the 
visit that you need to know: What worked and what didn’t work. 
To answer those two basic questions, you need to go over the 
important elements of the meeting: 
Ɣ Did you get commitments from the prospective buyer? 
Ɣ Did you get your minimum requirements met? And if not, 

should this target be shelved, or should another approach be 
taken with another individual in the target organization? 

Ɣ Which Black Holes were filled in? 
Ɣ Did you uncover any new Black Holes? 
Ɣ Were any new BUGS mentioned? 
Ɣ Has the CASE changed? 
Finally, you must decide, on the basis of the meeting, what your 
next step will be. 

Looping Back to Strategy and Analysis 

Once you’ve collected your results, you need to make a strategic 
evaluation. This is done by looping back to the strategy and 
analysis steps. Review them as they relate to what you can add to 
your information from the meeting you’ve just had. Then answer 
these questions: 
1 Does the opportunity now in front of you still match up with 

the goals from the marketing plan? 
2 Do your results confirm that the organization is in an appro-

priate CASE? 
3 Do you have all the BUGS worked out? 
4 What Black Holes are filled in? What Black Holes remain? 

What new Black Holes have come up? 
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Comparing Strategic 
and Tactical Elements of Marketing 

We’ve organized these materials by their strategic and tactical elements. 
This allows a view of “what and why” and then a separate explanation 
of “how” to match your own objectives. While learning the process, the 
strategic elements will be more helpful. And when you are in the 
trenches, managing a proposal, the tactical elements will guide you. 

 
Strategic Elements Tactical Elements 

Identify your goals with a marketing 
plan 

Identify client targets that match the 
goals 

Check the BUGS and CASES 
identified 

Define the goal of each meeting and 
what information you need to bring 
back. 

Check the Black holes and review the 
ISSUES 

Review the meeting results and assign 
personnel to fill in Black Holes 

Check the action plan: What needs to 
happen? Do you need help from 
outside? 

Check the action plan against the 
goals and decide who, from your 
organization, needs to be involved. 

Make Go/No-Go decision Review Go/No-Go checklist 
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Analyzing the ISSUEs 

Few people realize that they can evaluate the issues and make a 
GO/NO-GO decision even before the RFP arrives. That’s 
because you can decide very early whether or not you will solve 
the issues of critical importance to the buyers. If you can’t, 
someone else is likely to be able to. Furthermore, if you figure 
out that the situation is impossible to solve, you need to deter-
mine if there’s a solution that is close (but no cigar). And finally, 
you need to decide whether or not you can or want to provide 
that solution. 

Check Out the BUGS 

This is an important time to review all the information you’ve 
collected on your Black Hole Report, to determine if the CASE 
has changed, and see if any of the ISSUES have been solved or 
changed. One area to check out carefully is the BUGS. 
Bosses 
Users 
Gatekeepers 
Supporters 

The Boss 

Remember: the Boss is the only player who can say YES and 
make it happen. No one else can. The ISSUES you must meet 
are those of the Boss. If you don’t know or can’t solve the Boss’s 
issues, you will not get the client(s) to say YES. If you can’t 
answer the Boss’s issues, they might even re-allocate the budget-
ed funds to another project altogether. 
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The Users 

The Users must have their issues answered as well. Their 
requirements are usually obvious. If you couldn’t meet their 
needs, you’re likely to have made a NO-GO decision long 
ago. 

The Gatekeepers 

What makes the Gatekeepers important is that they can say NO. 
Even when their issues are in direct conflict with the Bosses, 
they can manipulate the situation to your disadvantage. A careful 
approach in your proposal should allow you to avoid any 
landmines of this sort, so long as you know where the landmines 
are in advance! 

The Supporters 

Check your results by checking with your Supporters. Good 
Supporters know whether you’ve nailed the most important 
issues and whether your perception is in focus. But until you’re 
accustomed to working with Supporters, be cautious in how you 
use their suggestions. You can’t always be sure they have an 
accurate picture of what is really going on; however, they’re more 
likely to have a better idea than you can divine. They’re inside; 
you’re just looking in from the outside. 
Once you’ve checked the BUGS and outlined the ISSUES, you 
can plan how to solve each of them. The notes from your 
brainstorming session are important for the rest of the process. If 
you find that you can’t answer all of the ISSUES, the next 
question you need to answer is whether or not you can answer 
more of them than anyone else. 
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Review Your GO/NO-GO Checklist 

The last thing you can do now is review the RFP and look for 
any issues you’ll have a problem answering. You’ll find that with 
this much preparation, the RFP has few, if any, surprises and 
you can respond positively to every requirement. Your competi-
tor, on the other hand, who is looking at the RFP without your 
marketing intelligence, is most likely to be puzzled by some of 
the requirements and is forced to “guess” at what they mean. 
This is the “GUESS” of death. Let the competition be the ones 
to do it, not you. Your approach should always be to plan how 
you will get clarification if anything is questionable. And you 
must do it without tipping your hand to the competition. 
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GO/NO-GO Checklist 

Criteria 
Criteria Rating Scale 

Score 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.  
Client 
Knowledge 
of your firm 

We are 
unknown 
to this 
client 
(we have 
never 
talked 
with them) 

We are 
relatively 
unknown 
to this 
client (we 
have not 
talked 
with them 
about this 
project 

The client knows 
us (we have had 
discussions with 
them or done 
one or two 
projects) 

The client knows and 
likes us (we have 
performed multiple 
successful projects for 
them) 

 

Comment: 

2. 
Scope of 
Services vs. 
Experience 

This is a stretch; 
limited experience on 
team 

Staff members 
did this in prior 
jobs or subs 
provide key 
elements 

We have 
some 
experi-
ence 

This is 
one of our 
core 
compet-
encies 

 

Comment: 

3.  
Corporate 
Experience 

New or 
unknown 
area for 
us 

Must rely 
largely on 
subs 

We have some 
experience but 
subs are the key 

We can fill key 
positions from existing 
available competent 
personnel 

 

Comment: 

4. Strategic 
Value 

Uncertain or low 
priority area for us 

We would like 
this but it is not 
key 

This is an area in 
which we clearly want 
to grow  

Comment:  
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Criteria 
Criteria Rating Scale 

Score 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

5.  
Team 
Members 

Project requires team 
members but none yet 
identified 

Team members 
identified but 
not yet 
committed 

Some 
team 
members 
committed 

Commitme
nt letters 
from all 
teammates 
in hand 

 

Comment: 

6. 
Availability of 
Resources 

Resources needed but 
not yet identified 

Identified but 
not yet 
committed 

Some 
committed 

Commitm
ents from 
necessary 
resources 

 

Comment: 

7. 
Opportunity 
Awareness 
and Pre-sell 
Opportunity 

This is a flier or 
surprise RFP. 1st time 
we have seen RFP 
RFP/Announcement is 
out, doors are closed 

Prior submittals 
or some 
discussion with 
client RFP due 
soon, will only 
be able to talk 
to one or two 
people 

Extensive pre-work with 
the client on this 
request. RFP months 
away. Will be able to 
complete a 
comprehensive plan 
and pre-sell. 

 

Comment: 

8. 
Competition 

Unknown status, 
proposal earmarked 
for others, or many 
proposals expected 

We are in the 
pack 

We are clearly a top 
contender 

 

Comment: 

9. Project 
Viability - Risk 

Project funds are not 
yet secured, high risk 
associated with this 
project 

Project may be 
viable but not 
yet certain 

 No risk associated 
with this project; fee, 
schedule, and scope 
of work are all viable 

 

Comment:  

Total Score (63 or more = Go, >63 = wait for next opportunity) SUM  
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FOUR 

The Big Building Technique: 
The Proposal Tactic Firms Use 
To Hack Their Clients’ Minds 

The Magic of a Theme 

And Why You Need One 

There are so many good reasons for using themes in proposals 
that it seems unusual more people don’t use them. With apolo-
gies to the late night talk show host Dave Letterman (we’re more 
serious than he was), here are the Top Ten Reasons why you 
should develop a theme. 
10.  It provides a “big building” for your proposal. 
9.  It helps the entire proposal writing team illustrate their 

response to the issues 
8.  It helps buyers remember your qualifications. 
7.  It helps buyers remember how you are going to respond to 

their issues. 
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6.  A good theme forms a connection between you and the 
client. 

5.  It helps the writers by providing them with a common 
thread 

4.  It puts your proposal in the forefront 
3.  It “sticks” and won’t let go. 
2.  It works at a sub-conscious level. 

And the number one reason? 
1.  It works. 

How the “Big Building” Principle Works 

Before there was pen and paper, the Greeks developed a method 
to help students remember mathematical formulas. Each of 
these formulas was individual bits of information. To solve a 
complex equation, the student had to have 20 or 30 of these 
formulas available to consider as a solution. But the human 
brain simply can’t store this many items on one “wand” or “rod.” 
So it was nearly impossible for the students to remember so 
many items. 
The method they developed to solve this problem worked this 
way. The student would visit a large building and memorize one 
formula in each room as they toured the building. Once the 
memorization was complete, the student would use their visit to 
the building to remember each formula because each one was 
associated with each room. They could mentally tour the 
building, as they had in reality, and easily recall each formula. 
They had “anchored” the formulas to the rooms. 
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The large building was their theme. Each item (formula) was 
anchored to a room along a continuum (the tour of the whole 
building). When the Victorians discovered this technique, 
they created elaborate parlor games, adding rooms to great 
imagined houses in order to lengthen each other’s lists of 
memorization. 
And Matteo Ricci fascinated Chinese Royalty lecturing and 
teaching these techniques. I used them myself. When I was 
studying for the Real Estate Broker’s Exam in California, I had a 
long list of items I needed to memorize. I used post-it™ notes 
around my apartment, and each day took a tour, memorizing 
each item. When I sat down to the test, I took out a clean sheet 
of paper, imagined myself on the tour in my apartment and 
wrote down almost 40 important items such as: 43,560 square 
feet in one acre (a detail I still remember and have only once 
needed so far). 
Themes provide the big building for your proposal. Without 
their even realizing it, you’re giving your client a way to anchor 
and remember what you say. You add rooms with your benefit 
statements by tying each benefit statement to both the theme 
and one issue that’s of critical importance to the client. For 
example, your theme might be: 

On Time Delivery, every step along the way 
A benefit statement to illustrate your schedule and this theme 
might read: 

Our schedule is the first step in our on-time delivery; we craft 
it to support the entire project with realistic timelines and 
sufficient manpower requirements. 
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Themes Connect You and the Client 

� � � 

One of my favorite proposals had a Calvin and Hobbes 
cartoon on the cover. Calvin, the young boy, is first seen 
cramming for a big test. Next, he’s seen sweating it out in the 
classroom. In the final scene, he explains to his stuffed tiger, 
Hobbes, “You can’t learn this stuff overnight.” 

� � � 
This cartoon was on the cover of a proposal to provide profes-
sional services to the Department of Energy at a nuclear facility. 
This cover may seem strange, but the magic is there because 
those who came up with it understood the issues and brain-
storming led to this theme. There were two major issues that the 
theme succinctly reflected: 
1 The buyer who would be the lead decision-maker was frustrat-

ed in the past by consultants who arrived at his site inexperi-
enced and untrained. He often complained to the Project 
Manager that, “You just can’t learn this stuff overnight.” 

2 The Project Manager found out that the client liked Calvin 
and Hobbes and missed seeing this comic strip when he 
transferred to the DOE site, because the newspaper in the 
area did not include it on its comic pages. So each week, the 
Project Manager clipped out the comic strip and faxed it to 
the client. 

That kind of information forms the basis of the knowledge that 
makes the magic of a good Theme. 

Themes String Together the Writing 

The Theme evokes the spirit of the relationship your organiza-
tion shares with the client. When a writer begins with your 
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benefit statement and the statement reflects that spirit, it’s easy 
to follow that flow. The reader can get in step and join the beat. 
If your Theme is solid, you’ll be amazed at how cohesive the 
writing styles become. As the draft files are turned in, you’ll see 
how having this cue built into each storyboard provides the 
writers with something to “hang their hat on.” 

Is There Such a Thing as Too Much Theme? 

A Theme should be evident on the cover and throughout the 
text. A thematic sprinkling won’t do; it doesn’t tie the ISSUES 
together enough for the customer to feel the anchor. And just 
covering the Issues once doesn’t guarantee keeping an audience’s 
attention, since most customers scan proposals rather than 
deliberate over them anyway. 
The decision about how much Theme is too much is relative to 
the size of the proposal and the client to whom it’s directed. For 
Government proposals, you can’t put it on thick enough. 
Likewise, you can’t put it on thick enough for proposals over 50 
pages. For commercial proposals under 20 pages, though, you 
can tone it down. In those instances, you’ll usually have a Theme 
that fits the customer well enough that it won’t seem “too much” 
to the customer at all. When in doubt, put it on too thick for 
your tastes. 
Remember, you are reading the entire document, and no one else 
is likely to do that. The fact is that I have never had a technical 
proposal team use a theme too heavily. Only if you’ve been infiltrat-
ed by a tribe of marketing hacks could you possibly manage to 
slather the theme too thickly. So lay it on as thick as you can 
stand, and then add a bit more. 

� � � 
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How It “Sticks” and Won’t Let Go 
On a 100-page proposal worth $350 million, the Theme was 
a painting by Remington of a stagecoach being driven 
through the night. The stagecoach was included everywhere. 
The organization chart used lassos to connect each player, the 
50+ references to the Old West required some technical 
assistance from a Texas rancher for technical accuracy. And on 
the top of each page, a stagecoach ran, with each page, moving 
closer to the edge, so if you flicked the pages like the corner of a 
notepad, you’d see the stagecoach run across the page. 
The team shortlisted and was invited to a 2-hour oral 
presentation. Questions were submitted ahead of time, and a 
written response was required. When the 20 selection panel 
members opened up the written responses and saw the 
stagecoach again, I saw three of them immediately trying to 
flick the pages to see the stagecoach run across the page. This 
agency declared this proposal the best one they had ever read, 
and they put that in writing on our and all the competitors’ 
debriefing notes. 

� � � 

How Do You Build a Theme? 

A Theme meeting should not take 12 people all day to construct. 
Most Theme meetings will take from one to two hours with an 
experienced moderator, but no more than 3 hours. 

Pitfalls of the Magic Act 

Using Themes can help immensely. But slapping any old silly 
thing on a proposal doesn’t help at all. The magic is in having 
your issues laid out as you develop your Theme and knowing your 
client so that the Theme is specifically tailored to address them. 
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Some organizations spend outrageous amounts of time and 
energy building a theme. You’re not trying to reach the “ulti-
mate” theme—that’s impossible because there is not a “perfect” 
theme. On any particular proposal, you could use 6 or 8 different 
themes effectively. However, what is important is that the 
Theme captures the imagination of the team who will write the 
proposal. 
If you think that the Theme needs to capture the imagination of 
senior management, forget it. They’re not the buyer. 
And it’s not important that the theme evoke an immediate 
response from the customer. Just seeing the cover of your 
proposal isn’t likely to do it. In fact, the best themes actually 
cause the customer to pick up your proposal first because they 
want to know why your proposal looks like it does: an old 
cookbook their mother used to have, a package wrapped in 
plain brown paper, or a picture of Pecos Bill trying to lasso a 
tornado. 
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Moderator Notes for a Theme Meeting 

Attendees 
There are only two types of attendees for these meetings. 1. Those who 
will be writing a section of the proposal should attend the theme meeting. 
2. The ones who know the client the best or who are the best technical 
experts on the particular project being proposed on. There should be no 
one else present—no “witnesses,” no “tourists.” The smaller the group, the 
more quickly the brainstorming goes. Even if witnesses don’t speak, the 
process slows down considerably. This rule is important. If, by chance, 
none of the writers (including yourself) has participated in the marketing 
effort directed at this prospect, one member of that team needs to attend 
so that they can provide clarification and feedback where necessary.  

Location 
A secure facility. No windows. Unplug all phones. Collect all cell phones 
and put them outside the room. 

Equipment 
Lots of room to write. Cover the walls with sheets of paper or whiteboards. 
Bring the notes from the marketing team with complete description of the 
CASE, all BUGS, and their ISSUES. The latest Black Hole Report should be 
included as well. A copy of the RFP is appropriate but not necessary. 

Ground Rules 
You do not contribute to the discussion. You must record all comments 
and make sure everyone gets a chance to be heard. Your job is to draw 
out quiet members so that the group doesn’t miss their contribution. And 
make it safe for anyone to say the first thing that pops into their head. 
There are no BAD answers in brainstorming, and the only dumb 
questions are the ones that didn’t get asked. 
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Agenda 

1 Review the marketing intelligence collected by the marketing team. Use 
the boards to draw organization charts, list BUGS, note peculiarities of 
the key players in the customer’s organization. The team needs to get a 
feel for the players who are part of this procurement. Describe the BUGS 
with all the detail you have available, right down to what their favorite TV 
show might be. 

2 Write all of the issues on the board and discuss solutions to each. 

3 Rank the issues in order, creating at least three that you believe are the 
strongest both in desire on the customer’s part and your own ability to solve. 

4 Leave the top issues on the board, and take down or erase the rest. 

5 Read off the issues you’re focusing on and ask for any ideas for a theme, no 
matter how wild, that occur to anyone in the group. When you get stuck, 
use questions that force the group to access the creative side of the brain by 
pairing incongruent concepts with the issues. “So, if we wanted to build a 
restaurant for this customer, what kind of restaurant would we build? What 
kind of television show would we be? What song would we sing? 

6 Make sure that every idea gets written on the board. Do not allow anyone to 
discount, groan, or criticize any ideas at this stage. If you do, that part of the 
group will shut down. Once you’ve exhausted the group, step back and see 
if there are any nuggets that fit together for a theme. 

7 During this process, you’re listening for a group “Ah Ha!” Once you’ve 
heard this in a theme meeting, you’ll never forget it. Someone will say 
something, and several of the others in the group will react immediately. 
They may not say “Ah Ha!” but the reaction will be much the same. This is 
important because it signals that you have reached the Theme. When this 
happens, immediately proceed to the next step: test the theme. Do not 
stop. Do not let the group hesitate to judge whether this idea is too silly, 
bold, dangerous, strong, etc. Hesitation at this point will begin a spiral of 
weaker and weaker ideas, taking hours and hours to wade through. 
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8 Testing the theme: Check your theme against its two most important 
functions: 

Does it meet the requirements of a Theme? 

x Is it unique to your firm? (Can another firm use this theme?) 
x Does it benefit the customer? (Does this somehow help the 

customer?) 
x Is it important to the customer? (Does this theme relate to an 

issue(s) that is important, and not just a trivial side interest of the 
customer?) 

x Is it specific? (Does this theme relate specifically to this customer, 
this project?) 

x Is it provable? (Can you prove your claims?) 

Can you illustrate your benefit statements with this theme? 

x Construct a benefit statement that ties to your theme. Now address 
each one of the ISSUES by writing a benefit statement about that 
ISSUE that ties in your theme. Can you do it? If so, you’ll have no 
problem writing to this theme. 

9 General guidelines: (To be violated whenever necessary) 

x A shorter theme statement is better than a long one. 
x Concrete metaphors are easier to write to than abstract 

statements. 
x Fancy words don’t earn extra points (avoid 3 and 4 syllable words). 

NOTICE: Avoid patent and trademark violations. 

You can allude to, but not capitalize upon trademarks. For instance, it is legal to allude 
to the Andy Griffith Show as your theme: “We remember watching the Andy Griffith 
Show at home, and just like Andy was the steady hand, keeping order and peace, 
your project manager will be your on-site sentry.” On the other hand, you cannot use a 
photo you found on the Internet until you have checked to see if it is copyrighted, and 
then received permission if it is. Consult with legal counsel whenever you’re uncertain 
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FIVE 

Craft A Compelling Proposal 
By Stealing From The Hollywood Playbook 

Storyboards 

Pure Magic 

The most sophisticated element in producing a proposal is the 
storyboards. Only after several proposals do many proposal teams 
master their use. 
Storyboards were developed by the movie industry to provide 
everyone with a clear idea of what happens in a movie, who does 
what part, and what needs to be done in order to succeed. They’ve 
been adapted for writing proposals because they provide the perfect 
way to ensure that everyone has a clear idea of what must happen, 
who does what, and what needs to be done in order to succeed. 

A Storyboard Is Not an Outline 

Outlines get you organized. They help you figure out how you are 
going to get there. Storyboards help you focus on where you are 
going. They focus on the ISSUES, by prompting the proposal 
team for a benefit statement for every portion of the proposal. 
And that’s why storyboards are more important than an outline. 
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You should have a storyboard for each topic in a proposal. (This 
book, for example, was created from 50 storyboards.) But 
storyboards are hard work. And with storyboards, all of the holes 
in your presentation become obvious. Like most things that take 
hard work, that’s good news, because this is the stage at which 
you have time to get help from others in your organization and 
fill in those holes. 

How Storyboards Save Time and Money 

Proposal teams can spend a lot of time and energy writing the 
wrong stuff. But not with storyboards. When the team circu-
lates the storyboards, making additions, modifications and 
deletions before anyone has settled down to write prose, the 
time spent writing and producing brings the proposal to fruition 
quicker. And the final product is more polished and more on-
target. 

How To Use Storyboards 

The Storyboard Process 

There’s a simple procedure you can follow to move from the 
RFP to a full set of storyboards. You’ll find that after a little 
practice, you can crank them out pretty quickly—maybe not 
every 30 seconds, but quicker than time spent spinning your 
wheels on wasted work. 
Ɣ Use your RFP breakdown as an outline  

Create a storyboard for each section. 
Ɣ Add storyboards for the subsections 

Make sure you cover everything you need to address in order 
to meet all the RFP requirements. As you begin filling in the 
storyboards, select one or two ISSUES that you can solve for 
each storyboard. You will use Issues over and over. 
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 A Sample Storyboard 

 
Volume: 4 Writer: Steve Date Due: 9/16 

Section: Program & Project Management Subsection: 4.1 

Title: Kansas Army Ammunition Plant Support 

Theme: Staying on Track 

Pages: 2 Importance: High File Name: manage.doc 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
 

PUT ORGANIZATION CHART IN THIS SECTION. 
 

No. Figures: 1  No. Tables: 0  No. Photos: 0 

Benefit Statement: 
Just as the conductor is responsible for the running of a train, our program 
manager is responsible for running your program. Steve Smith is your 
conductor. 

Lead Paragraph: 
As you have described the KAAP project in your announcement, we recognize 
that it is complex, difficult, and sensitive site work. We know this because we 
have been working at KAAP for the past 3 years with these same issues. The 
same team that you already know is ready to continue managing your projects. 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of 
how our organization will function. Reference organization chart. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management 
challenge. 
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Ɣ Write a benefit statement for that ISSUE as it applies to the topic 
Tie the statement to the Theme. 

Ɣ Write the lead paragraph 
This is the way the section starts off; it provides the writer 
with the appropriate style and focus for the section. 

Ɣ List the most compelling proofs you have for this topic 
Explain how you will demonstrate your capabilities. 

Sounds easy but it ain’t. Filling out storyboards can be grueling 
hard work. But it’s worth it because once the storyboards are 
finished, the rest of the proposal takes very little time to write. 
(Using a complete and detailed set of storyboards, one proposal 
manager wrote 60 pages of text in less than 12 hours.) 

How to Generate Good Benefit Statements 

In order to write a good Benefit Statement, you need a clear 
understanding of the ISSUES of the BUGS and their CASE. 
Most importantly, you need to be able to write Benefits and not 
Features. 

Features vs. Benefits 

A Benefit Statement explains why your firm can help the target 
organization better than anyone else. It also uses the Theme to 
create an anchor to each of the ISSUES with which you can 
help. Customers buy Benefits. When you’re shopping, you’re not 
looking for a polyester garment with a tiered A-line skirt. You’re 
looking for a dress that makes you look 6 pounds lighter. 
One Feature may have many Benefits. Let’s say you want to get rid 
of a skateboard you’ve had in your garage for some time. At the 
next neighborhood garage sale, you add this item to the display. 
One person is interested in buying the skateboard because they’re 
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trying to exercise more in order to lose weight. Another person is 
interested in buying the skateboard to add it to their collection of 
skateboards of various vintages. And another is interested in 
buying the skateboard because they’re making a go-cart and want 
to use the wheels. The skateboard is just one Feature, but it has 
three Benefits: exercise, collectability, and parts. 
Features seldom attract buyers. The only buyers who look at 
Features already know what they want and what they need to 
accomplish it. Polyester blends don’t attract your interest until 
you know the Benefit: they’re wrinkle free. Nylon carpeting 
doesn’t attract your interest until you know the Benefit: the 
colors are rich, they never fade, and it’s stain resistant. 
So the challenge is to first understand the Issues facing the 
buyers and then demonstrate (through the Benefits) how you can 
solve that Issue. For example, here’s a Feature: 

We have an experienced project manager. 
Here’s the Feature as a plain vanilla Benefit Statement: 

George is an experienced Project Manager who will supervise 
your project. 

Now, here’s a Benefit Statement anchored to the Theme 
“Working in Harmony”: 

Just like the conductor of a symphony, George will conduct this 
project so that it stays harmonious and on key. 

Senior Management Signs Off on Storyboards 

Any organization considering spending the kinds of money that 
it takes to win a proposal must get management commitment. 
That’s why we include senior management in the review of the 
storyboards. And that’s why we ask them to sign off on the 
boards once all the corrections and comments have been made. 
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This is a symbolic gesture, but it sets the team off and running 
on a swift course that may eat up weekends and nights, as well 
cash and resources, so it’s important for senior management to 
commit to this process. 

How to Save Money on Proposals 

When a senior manager looks at the budgets for proposals and 
asks “How can we save money on these proposals?” the answer is 
often seen as a need to eliminate overtime, rush charges, consult-
ants fees, printing costs, and the like. And while they certainly all 
create a huge burden, what’s most often overlooked is the 
simplest answer: 

You save money on proposals by not writing losing proposals. 

Increase the Winners and Cut Your Losses 

Regardless of how much you cut back on overtime, rush charges, 
and the rest, the bottom line is this: the more winners you have, 
the less money you waste writing proposals that lose. And you 
can avoid writing losing proposals by following a process that 
includes methods for your organization to realize early on 
whether their chances of winning are realistic or not. 
Giving kudos to those who have the guts to NO-GO a project 
when the intelligence is not in your favor is one way to ensure that 
you avoid the losers. There’s a strong tendency, once any amount of 
money is spent, to feel committed to a proposal. But what’s better, 
spending $5,000 and calling halt or spending $25,000 and losing? 
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 Storyboard 

 
Volume:  Writer:  Date Due:  

Section:  Subsection:  

Title:  

Theme:  

Pages:  Importance:  File Name:  

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
 
No. Figures:  No. Tables:  No. Photos: 

Benefit Statement:  
 
 
 
 

Lead Paragraph: 
 
 
 
 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of 
how our organization will function. Reference organization chart. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management 
challenge. 
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Increase the Winners by Choosing the Right Battles 

When the ego involvement of the folks who just want to run, kick, 
compete, and charge is minimized, you avoid writing losing 
proposals. Instead of the run and kick, learn to back up and think. 
Backing up and being thoughtful and considered before continuing 
the battle takes a lot more discipline than “hanging in there.” 
There’s real magic in knowing what battles to pick. Winners 
learn which battles to pick by following a tried and true process. 
Accomplished proposal managers using this process win over 
85% of the proposals they write. And it’s not voodoo; it’s the 
magic they’ve learned. They’ve become disciplined and accom-
plished managers of the winning process. Not one of them was 
born with the magic touch. They learned it and improved, like 
any master magician, with practice and attention. 
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SIX 

The Proposal Process 
That Will Save You Money, 

Protect Your Interests, And Give You 
An Edge Over Your Competition 

Cost Proposal 

Elements to Include, Elements to Avoid 
There are three trapdoors in cost proposals: 
1 Not giving the customer what they asked for in the RFP, 
2 Giving the customer something they didn’t ask for in the 

RFP, and 
3 Not following the instructions in the RFP (yes, this is the 

same as the first trap). 

When to Evaluate Accounting Requirements 

As a part of the marketing process, the Gatekeeper is likely to 
have given you some requirements of their accounting procedures. 
If you’ve never worked with the client, you should ask for some 
example invoices and budget detail sheets. Take these back to your 
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accounting group IMMEDIATELY. They need time to evaluate 
how they will meet these requirements. 
A NO-GO may have to be made solely because your accounting 
system cannot accommodate the client’s requirements. It’s better to 
have those discussions now rather than after you’ve spent six months 
positioning your organization to win a contract from this client! 

When to Adapt to the Client’s Accounting Requirements 

Somehow, many clients manage to build their systems on 
requirements that are not present in your system. So you need to 
get creative about how you’ll track that information in a way that 
is auditable and does not create an administrative burden that 
wipes out your profit margin. 

Scheduling the Cost Proposal 

If you’re required to present a cost proposal, it should be sched-
uled AHEAD of the rest of the proposal. When there are 
problems with the cost proposal, more people, and more at the 
senior levels, need to be involved in the final decisions. Getting 
the attention of these folks takes time, so you can’t wait to do the 
cost proposal until after the technical proposal is well underway or 
close to being finished. Sometimes a NO-GO decision will even 
be made before work has really started on the technical proposal. 
Once in a while, you come across a firm that has defaulted on a 
contract because the project manager never checked out the 
accounting requirements with enough parts of his or her organi-
zation. Failing an audit is, at the very least, embarrassing, and it 
can have more serious consequences. The Federal Government 
can allege fraud and secure a long-term residence at a federal 
penitentiary for your Project Manager and any senior managers. 
It’s not worth the risk, so consult with your contracts officers and 
accounting advisors regularly. 
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Reviewing the Cost Proposal 

The Green Team Review 

The cost proposal should be prepared by the person who will 
manage the project (this is usually the Proposal Manager). Review 
of the cost proposal must include the contracts and accounting 
personnel in your organization. Senior management should review 
any necessary modifications to your usual internal systems. 
If changes to your internal systems are necessary, the Proposal 
Manager should also prepare a cost benefit analysis to justify 
them. This should also be reviewed by your contracts and 
accounting personnel and then by senior management. 
More than one proposal becomes a NO-GO at this stage. And a NO-
GO is always better than a project you cannotmanage profitably! 

The Request for Proposals 

Cutting Corners 

A professional magician doesn’t cut corners just because he or she is 
playing to a smaller “house” for less money. Likewise, the difference 
between a small proposal and a large one isn’t the potential contract 
amount. It’s simply a function of the number of folks you have 
helping the Proposal Manager. Whether the Proposal Manager is 
working alone or with a staff of 20, the process doesn’t change. 
The steps in the process defined herein are the same regardless 
of the potential contract amount. That’s because the process is 
what determines your success. Cutting corners just because the 
potential award is less can be just as devastating for a lesser 
amount as it would be for a large one. Once you’ve mastered the 
steps, you won’t see any reason to skip anything, because they 
each serve a single purpose: WINNING. 
This isn’t simply due to the fact that the process is designed for 
WINNING. The process is also aimed at reducing the amount of 
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money and time you’ll have to spend re-working, re-writing, and 
re-reviewing the proposal. That’s a cost factor a lot of Proposal 
Managers overlook. On a small proposal, one person may do 
everything except provide the reviews. On something like a letter 
proposal you may only ask one other person to review your work. 
But if you want to keep your chances of winning as high as 
possible, the steps you follow should remain the same. 

Breaking Down and Summarizing the RFP 

As we said earlier, if there’s any way to find out what’s likely to 
be in the RFP, you should do so and begin writing your proposal 
before the RFP comes out. (This is the way the largest procure-
ments are usually handled.) You begin this by constructing a 
“strawman RFP” based on what you already know about the 
upcoming procurement and previous RFPs from the client. 
Later, when the real RFP arrives, you simply shuffle the story-
boards to match its organization, add new storyboards for those 
elements you hadn’t anticipated, and remove storyboards for the 
elements that weren’t included. 

Breaking It Down 

As soon as the real RFP arrives, someone must be designated to 
tear it down and produce a table that summarizes the require-
ments. It’s a dirty job, as the saying goes, but someone has to do it. 
This RFP Summary serves several purposes. The summary 
sections become the headings on your storyboards. The Sum-
mary serves as a checklist at each review stage to verify that none 
of the RFP requirements have been edited out. And sometimes 
the Summary can be inserted into the front of the proposal as an 
index to each item addressed in the proposal. 
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Finding “Volunteers” 

Someone also once said that “God is in the details,” so you 
should keep your eye out for someone who’s looking to score 
points with the Almighty. You may not relish the idea of finding 
every detail in the RFP, but the truth is that there are those who 
enjoy this kind of thing. 
The best candidate is usually the Proposal Manager or a VERY 
junior staff person. That’s because of the criticality of the job. 
EVERY detail must make it onto the checklist, so you don’t 
want someone who’s liable to list only the elements of the scope 
of work. You want him or her to catch the production details 
that are often tucked away in the RFP, things like font style, 
margins, use of color, number and form of the copies, etc. 

� � � 
The firm badly needed a big win. Their engineering staff 
decided to concentrate their efforts on a Department of Energy 
proposal. “This thing is made for us,” the lead engineer said as he 
handed out his checklist. “Here are the specs.” But what he didn’t 
understand is that those “specs” included very rigid requirements 
for the document, not just the scope of work. So when the 
document ran about half a page over the page limit (a detail he 
had noticed) he told the secretary typing it to adjust the margins. 
The final document was shipped with margins that were .85. 
The RFP had stated that margins couldn’t be less than 1 inch. 
The result was that a proposal they had spent four months 
preparing was rejected on the basis of non-compliance. A clerk at 
the EPA was charged with going through each proposal and 
measuring the margins. No one even read it. 

� � �
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 Example of a Proposal Summary 

 
RFP Requirement 

Addressed 
in Text Score 

Eligibility Criteria (scored) 

1 The proposed project must meet ALL of the following 
eligibility criteria: 

2 The project must carry out energy-related RD&D activities that 
will advance science or technology not adequately provided 
by competitive and regulated markets. 

IV 
VIII Y / N 

3 The project must be intended to provide clearly identified 
benefits to California’s electricity ratepayers. VIII Y / N 

4 The project must primarily address one of the following 3 
PIER program subject areas: 

� renewable energy 
� environmentally preferred advanced generation 
� energy-related environmental research 

I Y / N 

5 Each proposal must be limited to a single, specific project. + Y / N 

6 The proposal must document legal compliance with either the 
participation or good faith efforts required pursuant to the 
M/W/DVBE program. 

 Y / N 

7 The proposal must not be marked confidential in its entirety 
or it will be rejected. + Y / N 

8 Proposals must be received by CEC by 5 p.m. March 20, 1998. + Y / N 

Completeness & Feasibility Criteria (scored minimum score = 32) 

Proposals are evaluated for completeness and feasibility using the 
following criteria: 

1 Project description - must have clear and understandable 
description of the proposed technology project, including the 
type of science or technology being addresses and the types 
of scientific or technical work to be accomplished. 

III 
IV Min. 4 

2 Key issues being addressed - must have a clear and 
understandable description of the key technical, economic, 
environmental, or other science/technology issues being 
addressed by the project. 

II Min. 4 
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 

3 Public benefits - must have a clear and understandable 
description and estimated quantities of the public benefits 
that the applicant anticipates will result from the project. 

VIII Min. 4 

4 Goals and objectives - must have quantified goals and 
objectives regarding what is to be accomplished in the key 
technical, economic, environmental, or other 
science/technology areas being addressed by the project. 

I 
VIII Min. 4 

5 Work statement - must have a clear and understandable work 
statement describing the specific tasks to be conducted in the 
project, including identification of key milestone products, and 
the timeframe for conducting this work. 

IV 
Att. 2.1 Min. 4 

6 Budget - must contain a budget that identifies the total amount of 
funding being requested, the overall project costs, the amount of 
match funds to be provided, and how the PIER funds will be 
expended during the contract in relationship to the milestones 
and overall projects to be developed during the contract. 

V Min. 4 

7 Project team - must clearly identify the people making up the 
project team, their individual responsibilities in conducting 
the task work in the project, and their skill and experience in 
the scientific/technical area being addressed. 

 Min. 4 

8 Fundamental feasibility - proposed project must appear to 
follow known scientific principles or must contain a 
technically credible explanation of how the project can 
operate in apparent violation of these known principles. 

III? Min. 4 

Technical Evaluation Criteria (weighted scores - use multiplier given. Minimum needed: 252 of 360 pts.) 

1 Key issues - must identify key technical, economic, environmental 
or other issues confronting the technology or science; identifies 
which of these issues will be addressed by the project; and 
identifies how resolving the specified issues is a next necessary 
step along the critical path in developing the technology. 

II 4 x 

2 Advancement of science/technology - the extent to which the 
proposed project advances science or technology not 
adequately addressed by the competitive or regulated 
markets by resolving: 

a key scientific uncertainties or knowledge gaps; 
b engineering and materials barriers; 
c environmental issues related to energy users in California; 
d resource constraints to technology deployment; and/or 
e any other important barriers. 

III 5 x 
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 

3 Appropriateness of project goals and objectives - extent to 
which the proposal has clearly identified and quantified 
goals and objectives for resolving key technical, 
environmental, economic, or other issues confronting 
development of the technology or science. 

I 
II 
IV 

6 x 

4 Quality of project plan - proposal should: 

a demonstrate a clear, appropriate, and complete plan for 
achieving the identified project goals and objectives; 

b have a work schedule that reasonably appropriates time 
with respect to sequence of tasks, time allocated per task, 
and the use of labor, equipment, and facilities; 

c the applicant proposes to deliver products such as test 
data, methodologies, hardware demonstrations, and 
reports; and 

d the budget clearly identifies the allocation of how PIER 
funds will be used to perform the work. 

IV 
V 
VI 

Att. 2.1 

7 x 

5 Skill and experience of proposer/team - 

a demonstrate capability to perform the project’s scientific 
and engineering technical work; 

b demonstrate capability to administer the contract to 
control costs, maintain project schedule, develop the 
technology; 

c has financial skills to help ensure market connectedness 
of the technology. 

 6 x 

6 Level of requested funding and match funding - the 
appropriateness of the amount of PIER funding requested 
based on: 

a key issues being address by the project; 
b the identified goals and objectives; 
c the degree of skill and experience of the team; 
d the proposed project plan for meeting goals and objectives; 
e the type and magnitude of requested funding relative to 

the total project cost; and 
f the commitment of the applicant’s own financial re-

sources to complete the proposed project work. 

The amount of match funds will be evaluated as part of the 
assessment of the probability that the team can complete the 
proposed project within the proposed budget. The evaluation 
will also consider the security of match funds. 

VI 6 x 

7 Small business preference - the applicant is certified as a 
small business . . . N/A 2 x 0 = 0 
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 
Policy Evaluation Criteria (scored - total possible = 360 pts.) 

1 Costs, impacts, & reliability - proposals will be assigned a score for 
ONLY ONE of the following subcategories. The application MUST 
select one of the following to be scored on: a) energy cost/value; b) 
environmental and public health costs/risk impacts; c) improvement 
in reliability/quality (see RFP pp. 17-18 for requirements). 

Address b) 8 x 

2 Market connection - the likelihood, timing, and economic 
value of successful market transfer of projects, services, 
and/or knowledge resulting from the project, and the extent 
to which the proposed project has made provision to facilitate 
market transfer (see RFP p. 18). 

 6 x 

3 Direct impacts on local and state economies - the extent to 
which the proposed project will result in products, services, 
and/or knowledge with direct economic benefits to 
California’s local or state economies by a) increased 
employment; b) increased quality of jobs; c) increased tax 
revenues or benefits; d) some other factor that directly 
increases California’s gross state product. 

 5 x 

4 Appropriateness of proposed matching funds - will be evaluated 
based on: 

a the types, amount, and sources of match funds; 
b the amount of public (vs. private) benefits that will result from 

the project; 
c the degree to which matching funds represent active participa-

tion by the applicant; 
d the security of match funds; and 
e the type of match funding proposed (e.g., cash vs. in-kind 

contributions). 

[Also from RFP p. 9 on Match Funding Requirements: Match funding 
should be provided in amounts proportional to expected private/public 
benefits generated by the project (e.g., projects providing a higher 
percentage of private benefits and lower percentage of public benefits 
should contribute a higher percentage of match funds . . .). On p. 10: 
Proposed match funding MUST BE SPENT concurrently with PIER program 
funds and ONLY ON THE PROJECT DESCRIBED in the proposal.] 

 4 x 

5 Cost effectiveness of project - cost will be evaluated relative to 
the overall public benefits being provided.  6 x 

6 Other significant factors - covers other factors not addressed so 
far or factors that uniquely address unmet needs of California’s 
energy marketplace (e.g., is there a need for PIER funding?). 

 5 x 

7 Small business preference - applicant is certified as a small business. N/A 2x 0=0 
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 

Other RFP Requirements (not scored - but addresses many scored items) 

Proposals must include a plan for implementing these 
mitigation/enhancements strategies, including approval processes 
by the appropriate regulatory agencies, if appropriate. 

  

Research should address one of the following: 

Ɣ Public health goal - The integrated operation of energy facilities 
should not cause any significant, unmitigated health impacts to 
people or risks of public exposure to hazardous materials. 

Ɣ Air quality goal - Emissions from power plants and related 
energy facilities should not significantly contribute to air 
quality problems in California. 

Ɣ Biological resources goal - Power plants, transmission/distribution 
lines, and related facilities should not cause significant, 
unmitigated impacts on sensitive biological resources. Energy 
facilities should attempt to maximize wildlife habitat benefits in 
an integrated resource/ecosystem management strategy. 

+?  

Proposal should not exceed 40 pages. +  

The project must be identified by name and categorized by the 
applicant into a single, eligible subject area. +  

An Executive Summary, 2 pages, should describe: 

Ɣ what is to be done on the project, 
Ɣ the applicable subject area, 
Ɣ the technology being developed, 
Ɣ the overall goals an objectives, 
Ɣ the overall project cost, 
Ɣ the amount of PIER funding being requested, and 
Ɣ the types and estimated amounts of benefits to be provided 

by the project. 

  

Project description should described the work to be performed, 
including the specific goals and objectives of the project, and the 
plans for achieving them. Important steps should be discussed. The 
work statement MUST identify major milestones to be achieved 
during the course of the project. 

IV 
(needs more 

info) 
 

Describe the products to be obtained during the course of the project 
work, including paper deliverables, presentations, hardware, etc.   

Provide a budget for the project that corresponds to the 
deliverables to be produced during the course of the project. 
Project expenses will be reimbursed in accordance with the 
project budget included in this proposal. 

Att. 2.1  

Provide a timeline or schedule for the project tasks that are being 
proposed, and the corresponding completion dates. The schedule 
should display the tasks, deliverables, and due dates shown in the 
statement of work. Please provide the estimated date of completion. 

Att.2.1  
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 

Provide a chart describing the applicant’s organizational structure. 
Describe: 

Ɣ reliability, 
Ɣ continuity, 
Ɣ professionals awards, and 
Ɣ location of the applicant. 

Include: 

Ɣ type of organization, 
Ɣ composition, 
Ɣ functions to be performed by employees of the applicant or 

subcontractor and how they pertain to the project.  

  

Identify a primary person for the Commission’s Contract Manager 
to contact.   

Provide a project organizational chart showing the relationship of 
the various project team members, including identification of the 
project manager, key personnel, and key subcontractors. 

  

Describe the capabilities of the team members to: 

Ɣ conduct the technical work proposed in the project, 
Ɣ administer the project, 
Ɣ control costs, 
Ɣ maintain project schedule, and 
Ɣ move the products into the marketplace in light of past 

experiences. 

  

Describe the team’s experience in managing projects with a high 
profile, and its capability to successfully represent the State’s energy 
policies in the affected energy use sectors/technology areas. 

  

Provide resumes of the key project team members.   

Provide the status of the technology relative to its stage of 
development and how the proposed project represents a 
necessary step in developing the technology. 

  

Indicate how the project advances science or technology, 
especially with respect to resolving technical or environmental 
barriers. 

III 
VIII  

Describe key technical, economic, environmental, or other issues 
preventing the further development or commercialization of the 
proposed product or service at this time. 

  

Tell why some or all of the project will not be adequately 
addressed by the competitive and/or regulated markets.   

Describe the technical objectives for the project, and how 
successful achievement of these objectives relates to the 
development of the science or technology. 
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RFP Requirement 
Addressed 

in Text Score 

Describe how the project meets the goals and objectives for this 
solicitation. III, IV, VIII  

Describe the impact of the project on improving the 
reliability/quality of generation, supply, or use of energy in 
California. 

VIII  

Describe the type and magnitude of environmental, health and 
safety costs and risk impacts likely to result from the project.   

Describe the impacts on energy costs and price volatility to 
California ratepayers likely to result from the project. IV, VIII  

Describe the possible impacts of the project on state and local 
economies.   

Describe the degree to which the project will result in successfully 
transferring energy-related products, services, or knowledge to the 
marketplace. 

  

Describe the types, source, amounts, and security of match funds 
being supplied for the project. VI  

Give the probability of project success and the risks in reaching 
success.   

Describe the need for PIER funding for this project. II?  

Every applicant MUST either propose goal participation or 
document good faith efforts to achieve goal participation in 
meeting M/W/DVBE requirements. 

  

Deliver an original single-sided, unbound, copy + 18 bound 
copies of the proposal by 5 p.m., Friday, March 20, 1998. +  

 
 

Setting a Schedule: Don’t Try to Pull a Rabbit Out of a Hat 

The second item you must create is a Schedule for the proposal. 
Whoever will manage the production of the document should 
produce this Schedule. Later in this section is an example of a 
Schedule. Read it backward, starting with the ship date. 
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Scheduling Considerations 

Creating the Schedule requires that you recognize some im-
portant considerations. The major items are the delivery date, 
the delivery method, and the time allowed for fixed versus 
flexible elements. 
Ɣ Prepare the Schedule Starting with the Delivery Date 

Unless the client is next door to you, the delivery date is not 
the date the proposal is due. It is the day you mail your 
proposal. The true delivery date is the only critical date. It’s 
generally inflexible and, therefore, it’s THE date that 
dictates your entire schedule. And because of the possible 
complications in delivery methods, your delivery date 
should always be set at least 24 hours prior to the required 
due date. So set that date and then work backward through 
the final production and assembly, the reviews, and the 
writing until your reach the beginning of the process or the 
current date. 

Ɣ Confirm a Delivery Method AND a Back-up Delivery Method  
Another reason for scheduling your delivery date a day early 
is to leave yourself with enough time to recover from a 
disaster: the FedEx truck breaks down, the buses stop 
running, the plane can’t land, the postal workers go on 
strike, etc. As preposterous as these things might seem, they 
are very real possibilities. And what’s even more real are 
those things you can’t anticipate. The only exception to this 
is if the dollar amount of the contract and the proposal 
production costs are at a level where missing out on the bid 
will not wound you. And delivering a day early might just 
give the impression that you have your act together. 
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Sample Schedule 

PROPOSAL SCHEDULE FOR: KAAP Proposal 

Client: U.S. Army  Start Date: 1 May 14  Proposal Manager: Steve Smith  p. 1 
Client Reference No.: CBD94-033  Shipping Date: 19 May 14  
Proposal Coordinator: Mary Jones 

  M T W H F S S M T W H F S S M T W T F 

Event Who 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Kickoff – 
Theme & 
Discriminators 

PM, 
PC 9                   

Prepare 
Storyboards PC 9                   

White Team 
Review Team  9                  

Write First Draft; 
Prepare 
Resumes, Project 
Summaries, 
Cover 

PW, 
PC    9 9 9 9 9             

Prepare Pink 
Draft PS      9 9 9 9           

Pink Team 
Review Team          9          

Writers 
Incorporate 
Comments 

PW          9 9 9        

Prepare Red 
Draft PS            9 9 9      

Red Team 
Review Team               9     

Writers 
Incorporate 
Comments 

PW                9    

Format and 
Prepare Final  PS                 9 9  

Final Edits/ 
Final Check/ 
Final Print 

PS, 
PC                  9 9 

Ship proposal 
(verify 
tomorrow) 

PC                   9 

PC = Proposal Coordinator PM = Proposal Manager 
PS = Proposal Secretary PW = Proposal Writers 
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Some Elements are Collapsible and Some are Not 

The time allotted for writing and reviewing a proposal can be 
collapsed, but the time printers, production staff, and outside 
contractors need is fixed. Squeezing their schedules only endan-
gers your delivery. Experience shows that many writers will 
expand their effort to fill whatever amount of time they’re 
allowed, and reviewers tend to put off their review until the last 
minute. Printers and production staff don’t have that sort of 
flexibility. Their work takes a given amount of time and you 
don’t want them to try and go faster. That only sabotages the 
quality of your document, or worse, your ability to deliver a 
document. 

� � � 

Tom had been involved in proposal preparation and 
production, but was still “green” and hadn’t really caught on 
to the importance of scheduling backups. And his schedule was 
set so that the proposal would be shipped out the night before 
it was due. It was tight, but he felt that they could pull it off. 
So it was with a great sense of relief that he handed the 
shipping box to the delivery service at 5 p.m. the day before it 
was due. “When it positively, absolutely has to get there 
overnight,” they promised him. 
The next day he decided to call the shipping agency just to make 
sure the proposal arrived OK. They confirmed his worst fears. 
“They had a snow storm up there,” they told him. “Couldn’t get 
any flights in or out. We’re moving everything to trucks and 
hope to get them through in the next couple of days.” 
“But I need it there today,” Tom exclaimed. 
“I’m very sorry,” they said. “I know it was guaranteed and 
we’ll definitely give you a full refund.” 
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But Tom knew there was no way he could get a refund on the 
potential contract or on the time and effort put into preparing 
the proposal. 

� � � 

Distribution of Authority 
Who’s in Charge? 

Just like project work, a proposal must be managed, but there are 
important differences. First, proposals have to be delivered in a 
much shorter time period. And second, everyone wants to have 
some say-so on proposals, but no one wants to take responsibility 
for losing a proposal. These two factors often are in direct 
opposition to each other and prevent the process from creating 
Winning Proposals. 

Shorter Deadlines Require Better Teamwork 

Because of the shorter deadline, you have to be ready to take 
action quickly. There’s no time for correcting communication 
errors, arguing (discussing?) who’s responsible for what, or 
making mistakes of judgment. The most successful organizations 
produce proposals like a well-oiled machine because everyone 
knows what must be done, stays on schedule, focuses on their 
own responsibilities, and is willing to go the extra mile to make 
sure communication is clear and unmistakable. 

If It Wins, It Was My Idea; If It Loses, It Was Yours 

Everyone wants authority over proposals, but no one wants 
responsibility for losing a proposal. Most proposals are a group 
effort, and whether it’s a group of three or a group of 30, the 
buck doesn’t stop on just one desk. The key figures must take 
responsibility for the execution of the key elements, and everyone 
else needs to abide by their authority. 
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Someone Is Always in Charge 

A proposal team functions more like an Indian tribe than a 
Fortune 100 company. The chief makes the GO/NO-GO 
decision, but he doesn’t ignore the advice of the medicine man, 
especially when cautioned that the draft must be completed and 
turned over for production by the time the howl of the Wolf is 
heard in the west wind. The expert for each element is who 
should be in charge at any one moment. 
At the end of this book is a diagram of the elements and people 
involved in this process. 
In your organization, some people may play more than one role. A 
small proposal may involve just one or two people, but the hats 
they wear at each step are the same as outlined here, so you can 
still use this as an indication of how to manage all of your pro-
posals. 

Common Proposal Management Problems 

A sure clue to a proposal process that won’t finish in the usual 
time period is one where the lines of authority are not defined. 
Some of the more common problems organizations experience 
include: 
Ɣ Senior management re-writes the proposal at the Red Team 

Review stage 
Some senior managers don’t understand the role of the chief, 
who makes the GO/NO-GO decision and then steps aside. 
Instead, they feel obliged to step in for “one last look.” 
Invariably, they will see something they want to change, and 
just as invariably, that change grows to a major re-write and 
will “gum up the works.” 
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Ɣ Proposal Managers change the production schedule because they 
are in charge 
Sometimes this is the result of politics; at other times it’s 
simply due to a manager who feels the need to flex his 
muscle. A good Proposal Manager makes sure that the 
proposal schedule takes into account matters like a 
secretary’s vacation or the possibility of a death in the family. 

Ɣ Technical Experts are ignored because the Marketing Manager 
knows better 
In some businesses, there’s an ongoing struggle between the 
marketing people and the technicians. There’s no time for 
this ego struggle in a proposal effort. 

Ɣ Contracts officers not being included 
Too often, the contracts people are relegated to a “sign-off” 
role. “We’ll worry about the contract details later,” is a 
comment too commonly heard. It can signal the beginning 
of the end if untenable contract details are discovered at the 
last minute. 

Ɣ Reviewers don’t keep the schedule required for their reviews 
because they are busy with something else 
You can be sure that these are the same people who will 
remark later, after the proposal loses, that they could have 
told you there was a problem. The commitment a reviewer 
makes must be regarded as sacred. You need to know who 
the reliable reviewers are and refuse to use those who don’t 
come through. 

As organizations are learning about these pitfalls, it’s best to 
discuss them up front as a part of your proposal kick-off meet-
ing. Lay out who is doing what and how the responsibility must 
be performed by each key person identified. 
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Enforcing Security 

Houdini, the greatest magician of them all, swore there was not 
a jail from which he could not escape. And he proved himself 
right many times. In his day, the concept of industrial espionage 
hadn’t been developed, but today it’s a fact of life. And though 
the likelihood of one of your competitors hiring someone to 
infiltrate your marketing team is not high, the likelihood of an 
amateur spy offering to sell your competitor information is great. 
Today, it’s not the professional magicians you have to worry 
about, it’s the amateurs. 
If you think espionage and spying are unlikely, just talk to someone 
who has had the experience of losing a critical competition and 
then looking at the winner’s proposal and realizing they could have 
only produced it with information from within your organization. 

� � � 

A Too True Story 
If only this story weren’t true, I’d feel a lot better, but I’m not 
making this up. I came into my office one day to find a man 
who had talked his way past our receptionist offering me a 
“unique business proposition.” For $100 a month, he said, he 
would record all cellphone conversations within a 30-mile 
radius of our office. I could have copies of any conversations in 
which one or more of 20 words of my choosing were used. 
Client names, project names, competitors, our own names, 
whatever—he was simply anxious to “provide a service.” 
I wondered, realistically, what are the odds my competitors 
declined his offer? (And just in case you’re wondering, what 
he was offering to do was perfectly legal.) 
The cost for the equipment needed to eavesdrop on 
conversations in offices has fallen to less than $500.00. 
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Anyone with a clear “line-of-sight” to my office window can 
record all conversations taking place in that room, from a 
distance of up to 2 miles! 

� � � 

Another Sad Story 
One night one of my clients was shocked to find two engineers 
from a competing firm rifling around in the dumpster behind 
their office. They were reading all of the pages they found 
there, looking for anything that might help them in an 
upcoming procurement. The client called the police, but when 
the police came they told my client that “dumpster diving” is 
perfectly legal. And the engineers told the police that if their 
firm didn’t win the next contract, they might be laid off, so 
they were taking steps to see if they could help. 

� � � 

How to Protect Yourself From the Amateur Houdinis 

Lockheed Martin proposal teams work in secured areas with no 
windows, sentry posted 24 hours a day, and regular sweeps for 
electronic eavesdropping devices. They aren’t doing this because 
they like it. They do it because they have to. And it’s not the 
professionals that create the greatest threat, it’s the hobbyist spies. 
To protect yourself from an overzealous hobbyist or disgruntled 
employee, you need to pay attention to your marketing infor-
mation and proposal process. Here’s what you should do: 
Ɣ Provide a secure facility for proposal and marketing meetings to 

take place  
An inside office allows you to cover the walls with 
whiteboards or tack boards for proposal planning and 
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strategy. You should also unplug phones when they’re not 
being used in meeting rooms. (There’s a neat-o piece of 
equipment that sells for less than $300 that allows the 
speaker to a phone to be “opened” even if the phone on that 
line is “hung up;” the tap works anywhere, between your 
phone board and the phone company’s transmitter several 
blocks to several miles away.) 

Ɣ Do not share any information without a “need to know”  
Marketing intelligence and proposal information should 
always be treated as privileged. One of my clients invited 
three new hires to sit in and watch a theme meeting. 
Afterwards, one of these fellows went to a local gym and 
described all of the details of the meeting to his buddy. He 
didn’t know that the gal on the Stairmaster next to them was 
a proposal coordinator from the competition. When she told 
her boss about it, he planted three ghost stories in their 
proposal to sabotage that firm. 

Ɣ Impress upon everyone in your organization the importance of 
not discussing proposal and marketing information with anyone 
without a need to know 

� � � 

We were working on a $25 million dollar proposal. The 
competition was fierce. We tightened up security to the point 
that even I did not look at the cost proposal because I could see 
no reason I needed that information to manage the rest of the 
effort. Within 32 hours of our delivering the proposal, I 
received a phone call. A friend of mine had a friend who 
worked in a beauty salon nearby as a manicurist. Seems she 
had a customer yesterday who came in and told her all about a 
$25 million dollar proposal that her important Vice President 
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hubby was in town working on. She related the client for 
whom the proposal was being prepared, the method we were 
using for delivery, and the cost of the total project along with 
the costs of each of the three major tasks. I was embarrassed to 
have to go ask someone else to verify that all of these numbers 
were correct because I had prevented myself from knowing this 
information as a matter of security. Unfortunately, one of our 
competitors had called and asked for a 48-hour extension and 
got it. I don’t know to this day whether they had the inside 
information—because my client lost, and the commercial 
client was not willing to show us the winning proposal. 

� � � 

Ɣ Humor your resident paranoids 
Their instincts are good and they will save you grief 
someday. Make sure all of your employees realize that their 
jobs and the future of the organization rely on your ability to 
win competitive contracts. (No one ever lost a proposal 
because they were too paranoid.) 

Ɣ Lock your doors, even when going to the bathroom 
It only takes a few moments for someone to “lift” a 
document off your desk or glance over your notes. 

Ɣ Don’t use temporary help of any type 
During critical proposals, do not let the janitorial staff in the 
proposal preparation area. Shred all waste paper or secure it 
until after delivery of the proposal. 

Database Resources 

In most cases, you don’t have the luxury of beginning a proposal 
effort from scratch each time you have an RFP. With only 30 
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days or less to ship it, you need to be able to pull in information 
and data from pre-existing sources. That’s why you need to 
maintain some specialized databases from which you can 
assemble portions of your proposals. 
There are several products on the market that hold out the 
promise of streamlining the proposal process and skipping over 
all “the nuisance” of getting to know the customer. They appeal 
to naive people in technical organizations who don’t understand 
the winning process. Not a single firm I know that uses these 
systems has better than a 40% hit rate. They can’t achieve better 
results because they’re simply producing new versions of the last 
proposal they produced. 
The work you can win using recycled proposals is usually the 
projects the best firms decided to pass on. And you find out why 
once you win the job—the customer is a maniac to work with, 
their legal department refuses invoices as a delaying tactic, etc. 
But you DO need some kind of database infrastructure in order 
to be ready to compete. At the very least, you’ll need to maintain 
a database of resumes and another of project experience. 

Resumes 

Resumes should be collected, and each year they should be 
enhanced with the newest experience and improved descriptions 
of past experience. Tidbits from earlier in the staff member’s 
career, forgotten the last time, should also be added. 
Each time a resume is used for a proposal, all the new tidbits 
that get created should be added to the database. After a few 
years, you’ll have built a database that is a worthwhile starting 
point. I say it’s a starting point because the information in each 
person’s file is really a “career datafile” which can be used to 
produce a resume that’s re-tailored each time for each proposal. 
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With each new proposal, only the experience of interest for the 
project at hand is used. The completed career datafile will 
contain approximately one page per year of work experience. 
And yes, you’ll have some 18-page career datafiles! You’ll tailor 
your resumes down to a page or two of the strongest relevant 
experience for each proposal. 

Project Experience 

Project experience should also be collected in a database and kept 
updated. You don’t need a full write-up on every project you do. 
You can start with accounting data dumps and build on that basic 
data (client, contract amount, dates, project leader). Then, every 
time a project is written up, it should be added to the database. 
Executive summaries from final reports on a project can also serve 
as a starting point or be “dumped” into the database. 
Project summary databases take as much as 5 years to become 
really useful resources, so don’t get discouraged when you can’t 
find much that’s useful for awhile. Some firms want to “catch 
up” by spending resources to create historical information. In 
some instances, you may need to do this, but I prefer to grow the 
database as I go because that is more cost effective and results in 
a database that’s driven by customer demand rather than a 
massive collection of data that may never be needed. 

Paredo’s Principle 

Paredo’s Principle states that 80 percent of the results will be generat-
ed by 20 percent of the activity. This applies to proposal databases. 
Ergo, spending time and money documenting historical infor-
mation wastes most of the investment. Instead, focus on your 
present and future. Automate data inputs where you can. Be 
religious about adding all new write-ups from proposals underway 
to the database immediately (so they aren’t lost or overlooked). 
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Encourage folks to enlarge their resumes to cover their entire 
career, but realize the information will be delivered sporadically 
as their memory is tickled. 

Unfriendly Ghosts and Goblins 

There are a couple of tricks every good proposal writer has up his 
or her sleeve that are bound to get the audience up and out of 
their seats. If you look close enough, every competitive bidder 
has their share of ghosts and goblins. The magic comes with 
knowing how to deal with them. 
Ghost Stories and Goblin Tales (sometimes called trade studies) 
can be about anything that is relevant to the proposal. They are 
very useful tools because they nudge the reader’s thinking in your 
direction. Without directly talking about your competition, you 
score points over them. You’ve promoted your experience and 
know-how, and you may have raised questions that your com-
petitors may not even have the opportunity to answer. 

Conjuring Up Ghosts 

Sometimes you may know who your competition is, and while 
you certainly don’t want to “trash” them and appear, at the least, 
impolite, you can still take the opportunity to emphasize your 
strengths and contrast them against those your competition 
lacks. For example, if you find out that a competitor has been 
given a warning by a government agency or independent auditor 
because of poor financial management, or if they were cited for 
contract violations, wouldn’t it be helpful to show that you have 
never had such problems? A Ghost Story offers an excellent way 
to do it. 
A properly presented Ghost Story can cause the reader to stop and 
think. And the conclusion the reader draws can effectively wound 
the competition. A Ghost Story is a subtle way of pointing out 
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your competitor’s shortcomings without actually pointing a finger 
directly at them. It simply raises questions in the reader’s mind 
which, when answered, will not flatter the competition. The Ghost 
Story makes a veiled reference to something you know about the 
competitor’s practices which may already be known by the reader 
or which may prompt the reader to look into the circumstances. 
For example, if you knew that a competitor had been warned on 
an audit because they “padded” their budget in order to buy some 
sophisticated equipment that they then kept for their own use, 
you might include a Ghost Story like this: 

� � � 

Lease or Purchase? We Know When To Do Which! 
We want to keep costs down. That’s why we won’t waste your 
money on expensive equipment that has a short-term use, 
expecting to keep it for ourselves. The technique we’ve 
proposed is especially economical because it only requires 
leasing equipment for the duration of the work, rather than 
purchasing the equipment and selling it at a loss later. This 
approach is far better (and definitely more ethical) than the 
“spend and keep” philosophy of some companies. 

� � � 

The reader of such a story may look closely at other proposals to 
see if they promote a “spend and keep” philosophy. They’re more 
likely to scrutinize the techniques your competitors might use 
and even ask questions about equipment purchased under their 
past contracts. 
Obviously, having a particular bit of intelligence about a compet-
itor makes a Ghost Story very effective. 
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Trading On Goblin Tales 

A Goblin Tale lists and/or describes the reasonable approaches, 
including those you’re sure your competition will use, and contrasts 
them to your approach. The Tale always proves that yours is the 
only rational approach and, if written properly, highlights the 
drawbacks to your competitor’s methodology. In a Goblin Tale, 
you must show the advantages and disadvantages to each method. 
If you show disadvantages to your approach, you must be able to 
explain how you’re going to deal with them. And the disadvantages 
of the competition must be far more damaging than yours. 
Here’s an example. Let’s say that you’re putting together a research 
proposal to the Federal Government to determine the effectiveness 
of a new type of adhesive. You know that there are a variety of 
ways to conduct the testing and you also know that your competi-
tion has a particularly expensive piece of magnetic resonance 
equipment and suspect that they are likely to use it for this kind of 
research. You conclude that they will either budget for the use of 
that equipment in their study, or they will hide its cost somewhere 
in the budget without specifically calling it out as a line item. See 
how this is effectively conveyed in the following example. 

� � � 

The Best Method for the Best Results 
Your Request for Proposal requires that the adhesive be tested 
under various conditions and with a variety of materials 
commonly found in the field. There are three generally 
accepted methods for doing this kind of study. First, we could 
collect the samples, subject them to the pressures indicated in 
the RFP, and use a magnetic resonance device to determine 
the effects. The accuracy of this approach cannot be disputed. 
But neither can the cost. The magnetic resonance device is 
costly to operate and maintain, and its price will have to be 
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passed along to you either directly or indirectly in the total cost 
of the study. And, of course, it doesn’t replace the work of 
collecting samples and testing them. 
A second approach involves the use of x-rays. The equipment 
needed for this is common and has been around for a while, 
but it includes a processing cost which is usually “rolled into” 
the cost of the analysis. Furthermore, x-rays have a lower 
level of reliability than other methods. Their rate of accuracy 
is only 70% for the first round, so a second round of 
“pictures” is usually required to raise the reliability level. 
The end result is costly and, in the long run, even more 
timely and personnel-intensive than the magnetic resonance 
method. 
Third, we can collect the samples, subject them to the pressures 
indicated, and then use standardized bench tests to determine 
the effects. This approach is just as accurate as the first two, but 
it has the added advantage of being a great deal less expensive. 
And, since turnaround time is not a factor, it obviates the need 
for expensive equipment. In fact, the actual time to produce the 
results would be about the same as the x-ray method when cost 
of a second round of pictures is added in. Furthermore, the 
bench tests and standards we would be using are tried and true, 
with an error rate of .017 per 1000. Therefore this is the 
method we have chosen for the job. It’s economical and it 
provides sufficient accuracy for the work. 

� � � 

Writing the White “Draft” 
Preparing Storyboards 

The White Draft is not a draft at all. Rather, it is the collection 
of notes, references, and ideas that constitute the heart of the 
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proposal that’s about to be written. This “draft” is produced as a 
series of storyboards, much like those used in the film industry. 
They provide the writers, designers, and other proposal team 
personnel with a framework upon which the actual first draft can 
be prepared. They may be prepared from an outline or from the 
RFP checklist and should contain the proposal’s theme, all 
document reference information, at least one lead paragraph, 
supporting paragraphs, and sketches or descriptions of artwork. 
None of these elements need to be “full-blown.” The lead 
paragraph may be simple, such as “The major elements of our 
work plan will include your required security training, advance 
planning sequence reports, and the manpower registry in MS 
ACCESS™.” But it should be enough so that any writer 
assigned that section is able to proceed. 
A well-prepared storyboard is a thing of beauty. Well, all 
right…maybe not beauty, but it certainly is a joy to behold. 
Writers appreciate a well-done storyboard because it makes their 
job easy. When it’s done right, the storyboard provides them 
with clear guidance for the development of their section. 
Writing the storyboards is generally a task for just a few people 
close to the proposal. In many cases, the Proposal Manager will 
complete the storyboards by themselves. Whether or not that’s 
the case, the Proposal Manager needs to make sure each of the 
components of the storyboard (benefit statement, page limit, 
importance, due date, lead paragraph, supporting paragraphs) 
contains the necessary information. 

Benefit Statements 

There should be at least one Benefit Statement on each story-
board. These are derived from the ISSUES. 
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Lead Paragraph 

This is the first paragraph of the section, almost always begun by 
the Benefit Statement. You will provide the reader with an 
introduction of why you can do what you claim in the Benefit 
Statement. This will also give the writer more feeling for the 
tone in which you are writing the proposal. 

Page Limit 

If there is a page limitation to the proposal, the RFP scoring 
criteria can be used to allocate pages according to their im-
portance to the customer. If there are no page limitations, set 
some yourself, and allocate the pages according to the RFP 
selection criteria. No one ever lost a proposal because they sent 
in the smallest proposal. This is important because the writers 
need to know whether you want a few paragraphs, or 15 pages 
with footnotes. 

Importance 

Indicate the importance of this section to the customer by circling 
whether it is of High, Medium, or Low importance. 

Due Date 

Tell the writers when the draft is due back. If you don’t have a 
due date, you may never get it back. And even if you do have a 
due date, you may still have to call the writer and ask for it. 

Writer 

Writing assignments should be decided beforehand. A writer 
should not have storyboards appear on his or her desk without 
knowing they are coming. If possible, choose writers who work 
in the technical area needing to be addressed for the storyboards 
when specific expertise is needed. 
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 Storyboard 

Volume: 4 Writer: Steve Date Due: 9/16 

Section: Program & Project Management Subsection: 4.1 

Title: Kansas Army Ammunition Plant Support 

Theme: Staying on Track 

Pages: 2 Importance: High File Name: manage.doc 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
No. Figures: 1  No. Tables: 0  No. Photos: 0 

Benefit Statement: 
Just as the conductor is responsible for the running of a train, our program 
manager is responsible for running your program. Steve Smith is your 
conductor. 

Lead Paragraph: 
As you have described the KAAP project in your announcement, we 
recognize that it is complex, difficult, and sensitive site work. We know this 
because we have been working at KAAP for the past 3 years with these same 
issues. The same team that you already know is ready to continue managing 
your projects. 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of 
how our organization will function. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management 
challenge. 
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Supporting Paragraphs 

These will be notes on the elements the writer should use to 
“prove” the benefit you’ve put forth in the Benefit Statement 
above. Cites for specific projects and discussion points are usually 
noted here. For instance: 
Supporting Paragraphs: 
1 Tell a story about the Hitt project and the complications we 

had with manpower requirements. 
2 Discuss our process for developing work plans. Include the 

client review step and “two levels up” review process. 

Proposal Graphics 

The three most important issues affecting graphics in a proposal 
are also the two biggest pitfalls into which many proposals fall. 
These two areas involve these questions: 
1 How much is enough? 
2 What kind of cover art should be used? 

How Much Is Enough? 

The extreme responses to this issue are easy to spot. For a while 
there in the eighties, we went crazy with artwork because the 
new software made it readily available and easy to use. Everyone 
was an artist and took any opportunity available to put so-called 
artwork into a proposal. (This may be why the Government 
started restricting its use.) What some of them learned was this: 
just because you have the equipment that doesn’t mean you can 
or should do the job. 
You know you’re in trouble when someone asks, “How much art 
work should we have?” The proper question is, “Would art work 
help this?” The simplest way to address the question of whether 
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or not you should have any is to decide whether or not you 
NEED any. Graphics should ONLY be used to support, illus-
trate, or enrich the words. It should always illuminate; it should 
never distract from the message. 

What Kind of Cover Art Should Be Used? 

Cover art is BUG bait! If you want your proposal to get picked 
up early, the surest way to make it happen is by having a cover 
that draws attention to it (in a positive way, of course.) The 
cover art should be inviting and unique. It should also reflect the 
Theme of the proposal. But this doesn’t mean it has to explain 
the Theme. 
The cover of a proposal submitted to the Air Force for work at 
Edwards Air Force base in California has a picture of a compass 
that’s visible only from outer space etched into the desert. The 
photo of this compass along with the words “A Higher Perspec-
tive” completes the cover. The theme was immediately under-
standable. But the theme behind another cover showing the 
legendary Pecos Bill character with his lasso around a tornado 
only became clear once it was explained in the first paragraph of 
the proposal. In both cases, the covers intrigued readers. “Read 
me First” was the real message. 
When you are competing against a gaggle of other proposals, the 
first few proposals reviewed will “set the pace” for the reviewers. 
There is great advantage in having your proposal set the pace 
rather than being compared to someone else’s proposal as the 
standard to beat. 
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The White Team Review 

Reviewing Storyboards 

Those chosen to review the storyboards should represent the 
historical, geographic, technical, and client segments from your 
organization. They should be briefed on the RFP requirements 
and Theme, as well as the ISSUES notes prior to their review. 
All storyboards need not be sent to every White Team reviewer, 
especially if you are dealing with a large proposal and you have 
segmented the review. For example, only those storyboards 
dealing with the technical segment need be sent to the technical 
reviewer(s). 
A good idea is to include the sample storyboards included here, 
which demonstrate helpful and useless comments and a finished 
storyboard. Once reviewers have been “educated,” you won’t have 
to do this, but for those who are acting as reviewers for the first 
time, you’ll need to make sure they know what kind of feedback 
you’re after and what form it should take. 
Subcontractors can be included in the White Team review, but 
only the appropriate storyboards should be sent, and the Theme 
should be deleted from their copies. 
When the storyboards are completed and all edits are made from the 
White Team Review, senior management should sign off on them. 

What Can You Tell From a Storyboard? 

Storyboards tell you if the magic is working. The time taken on a 
storyboard review reduces the amount of time that has to be 
spent later re-writing sections and wasting energy. If the story-
board review is not thorough, you may have difficult review 
sessions later on that will require major sections of the proposal 
to be changed drastically, resulting in re-work, overtime, and a 
lot of acid indigestion. 
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The storyboard review can tell you all kinds of important things. 
For example, it can tell you: 
Ɣ If the proposal is responsive to the guidelines 
Ɣ If it addresses all of the items 
Ɣ If it adheres to the page limit (including resumes and 

experience summaries) 
Ɣ If the theme is integrated into the proposal 
Ɣ If the benefits are clear 
Ɣ If all of the discriminators have been covered 
Ɣ If the proposal’s message is clearly defined 
Ɣ If that message is consistent throughout the proposal 
Ɣ If the organization and layout seems sensible and logical 
Ɣ If the claims are supported by facts 
White Team Reviewers should discuss the strengths and 
weaknesses with you. Tact isn’t critical at this point; you’re 
simply trying to clear up as much as possible early on to avoid 
having to do things over later. With this in mind, you should be 
able to handle the rough edges of a well-intentioned review. It 
can save you a lot of time and money and go a long, long way 
toward ensuring success. 
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Example of Helpful Comments  

STORYBOARD 

Volume: 4 Writer: Steve Date Due: 9/16 

Section: Program & Project Management Subsection: 4.1 

Title: Kansas Army Ammunition Plant Support 

Theme: Staying on Track 

Pages: 2 Importance: High File Name: manage.doc 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
PUT ORGANIZATION CHART IN THIS SECTION. 

No. Figures: 1  No. Tables: 0  No. Photos: 0 

Benefit Statement: 
Just as the conductor is responsible for the running of a train, our program 
manager is responsible for running your program. Steve Smith is your conductor. 

Lead Paragraph: 
As you have described the KAAP project in your announcement, we recognize 
that it is complex, difficult, and sensitive site work. We know this because we 
have been working at KAAP for the past 3 years with these same issues. The 
same team that you already know is ready to continue managing your projects. 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! 
Remind them what good things Steve has accomplished! 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. Discuss Constant Communication! 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of how 
our organization will function. Reference organization chart. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management 
challenge. 

5 Describe incident about remote-control drilling and dot shipping 
requirements. Mention difficulty in shipping explosives and our 
knowledge in this area. 
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 Example of Useless Comments  

STORYBOARD 

Volume: 4 Writer: Steve Date Due: 9/16 

Section: Program & Project Management Subsection: 4.1 

Title: Kansas Army Ammunition Plant Support 

Theme: Staying on Track 

Pages: 2 Importance: High File Name: manage.doc 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
PUT ORGANIZATION CHART IN THIS SECTION. 

No. Figures: 1  No. Tables: 0  No. Photos: 0 

Benefit Statement: 
Just as the conductor is responsible for the running of a train, our program 
manager is responsible for running your program. Steve Smith is your conductor. 

Lead Paragraph: 
As you have described the KAAP project in your announcement, we recognize 
that it is complex, difficult, and sensitive site work. We know this because we 
have been working at KAAP for the past 3 years with these same issues. The 
same team that you already know is ready to continue managing your projects. 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! So? 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of 
how our organization will function. REFERENCE ORGANIZATION 
CHART. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management 
challenge. NO! 

5 Can’t you give an example? 
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 Example of a Complete Storyboard  

STORYBOARD 

Volume: 4 Writer: Steve Date Due: 9/16 

Section: Program & Project Management Subsection: 4.1 

Title: Kansas Army Ammunition Plant Support 

Theme: Staying on Track 

Pages: 2 Importance: High File Name: manage.doc 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
PUT ORGANIZATION CHART IN THIS SECTION. 

No. Figures: 1  No. Tables: 0  No. Photos: 0 

Benefit Statement: 
Just as the conductor is responsible for the running of a train, our program 
manager is responsible for running your program. Steve Smith is your conductor. 

Lead Paragraph:  
As you have described the KAAP project in your announcement, we recognize 
that it is complex, difficult, and sensitive site work. We know this because we 
have been working at KAAP for the past 3 years with these same issues. The 
same team that you already know is ready to continue managing your projects. 

Supporting Paragraphs 

1 Steve Smith will be in charge and has been there since Day One! 
Remind them what good things Steve has accomplished. 

2 We know the background, regulatory issues, staffing issues, and 
problems that are going to come up. Part of good management is 
good communication. DISCUSS CONSTANT COMMUNICATION! 

3 Go into detail about our management approach. Give narrative of 
how our organization will function. Reference organization chart. 

4 Address staffing: keeping people motivated is a management challenge. 

5 Describe incident about remote-control drilling and DOT shipping 
requirements. Mention difficulty in shipping explosives and our 
knowledge in this area. 
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Writing Style 

AbraKadabra or Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo? 

Good magician’s know how to “stage” their act. They know that 
the magic is not so much in the trick itself as it is in the presen-
tation. In the same way, what you write needs to be structured 
for the most impact. We don’t read dictionaries the same way we 
read novels. Certain writing styles and formats work best when 
for selling a product or a service. 
For example, writing “from the top down,” avoiding professional 
and pompous jargon, and incorporating goblin tales and ghost 
stories into your text significantly increases the readability of 
proposals and, consequently, the likelihood of their success. 

Making Writing More Readable 

Engineers and scientists follow the scientific style, which is 
promoted in college and university classes. If he or she wishes to 
be published in a respected academic journal, they MUST write 
this way. But this isn’t the kind of writing that wins in the 
competitive business world. 
The people who are going to read your proposal have a limited 
amount of time and energy. Your proposal isn’t the only one 
they’re going to read, and they don’t want to have to wade 
through it. So here are a few things you can do to make your 
writing less of a chore for the reader. 
Ɣ Write From the Top Down  

Most readers don’t read an entire proposal article; they may 
start at the top of a section or subsection, but most don’t 
read all the way to the end. So you need to put the most 
important information first. This means reversing the 
scientific technique of presenting the facts first and the 
conclusion last. In a proposal, this is fatal. The message 
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MUST come first. Otherwise, if the reader gets tired or 
impatient and reads only halfway through any section of the 
proposal, he or she quits and never gets your point. 

Ɣ Start With the Benefits 
There are four good reasons for writing this way: 
� The reader doesn’t have to read the entire section to get 

the message; 
� If the message is interesting, the reader will keep reading; 
� The reader can quit reading any section at any time and 

still come away with the message; and 
� If you get stuck for space, you can “cut from the bottom” 

the way newspaper editors do. 
If you start with a benefit statement, which you may think 
should be your conclusion, you are more likely to grab your 
readers and keep them interested. If that opening statement 
grabs them, the chances are greater that the remainder of 
what you say will be read. And that means that your 
chances of getting your message through are greater. 

Ɣ Use Short Words and Sentences  
Let’s face it. You’ve probably been out of college for a few 
years. So have your clients. And like most adults, you are 
more accustomed to reading newspapers, magazines, and 
websites than academic journals. And so are your clients.  
Similarly, a sentence should contain one idea. Long words 
will rarely impress anyone. If what you have to say is good, 
you should be able to explain it to most people. 

Ɣ Check the Grade Level of Your Proposal 
You want the readability of your proposals to match up to 
what your clients are used to reading. The text in most 
newspapers typically scores somewhere between a 6 and 8 on 
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the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level test. The Flesch-Kincaid 
Grade Level test evaluates the readability of text. 
Writing that scores between a 6 and 8 on this test is easily 
readable for the typical middle school child. At this grade 
level, the vast majority of readers can understand those 
newspaper (and magazine or web) articles, and yet they 
rarely sound condescending. This Flesch-Kincaid Grade 
Level (and so the readability) is achieved by the use of short 
words and sentences. When longer terms must be used, 
they’re always explained. 
The same approach should be taken when preparing 
proposals. You can’t always be sure who the reader is and 
should never assume it will be read by anyone who would 
appreciate the style of an academic journal. The words you 
use should be part of the standard English language, and if 
you must use a non-standard word, you should define it. 
Never assume that the reader is familiar with all of the 
technical terms in your field. 
In fact, most reviewers are not near the level of expertise of 
your firm’s professionals. So esoteric professional 
terminology that is commonly slung around within your firm 
is probably not clear and understandable to your proposal 
reviewers. 
Many word processing programs, like Microsoft Word, have 
a built in feature that can measure the Flesch-Kincaid Grade 
Level of your document. 

Ɣ Use Short Paragraphs 
Think of what you write as a meal. You certainly don’t 
expect the reader to swallow it whole. A paragraph is the 
equivalent of what you can fit on a fork. It’s the most you 
can expect your reader to swallow at once. 
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Readers are accustomed to taking in all of a paragraph at 
once, so you must be careful not to choke them. If you can’t 
decide where to start a new paragraph, but you can see that 
the paragraph is too long, start it at the beginning of any 
new sentence. That’s always better than gagging your reader. 

Ɣ Avoid Pompous Jargon  
Engineering and science have a practice of using a certain 
amount of pompous jargon—words and phrases that do 
nothing to enhance the writing, but (in the writer’s mind, at 
least) enhance the image of the writer as clever and erudite. 
(For example, word forms like finalize and finalization are 
simply wrong.) A lot of formal writing has carried this kind 
of thing to extremes. It’s the sort of stuffiness that obfuscates 
the meaning. (How’s that for pomposity?) 
Here are a few more examples of these kind of words and 
phrases: 

 

Don’t say this… When you mean this… 
Detrimental Harmful  
In close proximity Near  
At the present time Now  
The manner in which How  
Maximum quantity Most  
Termination End  
Parameters Factors, boundaries, guidelines, 

variables, species, edge, limits 
Ɣ Avoid Acronyms  

Unless you’re going to use it repeatedly, spell out an 
acronym. When we see an acronym in print, even if it’s one 
we know, we go through an unconscious translation process 
that slows our understanding. 
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Ɣ Avoid “Insider” Language  
Every field has its own language. This isn’t just the technical 
terms (chemical names, for example), but the “lingo” which 
the insiders use to communicate. Such usage overlaps with 
the error of pompous jargon. It’s a way for the writer to 
show off, to illustrate his or her intimate knowledge of the 
field. Unfortunately, it also leaves out the readers who, more 
often than not, feel intimidated by their ignorance. 

Writing the Pink “Draft” 

Writing From the Storyboards 

The Pink Draft is the first actual draft of the proposal. Those 
writing this draft should have a thorough understanding of the 
proposal Theme, it’s relation to the proposed work, and if possi-
ble, a list of metaphors that might be used to work the Theme 
into their writing. They will be working from the storyboards, but 
in addition, they should also be provided with the following items: 
Ɣ Theme and Issues notes 
Ɣ Guidelines for electronic files (i.e., which word processing 

software to use) 
Ɣ Protocols for formatting 
The protocols for formatting are simple. There should be NO 
formatting—no font changes, no tabs, no indents, no bullets. (A 
symbol like an asterisk, which can be easily found in a global 
search, can be used instead of bullets.) The focus is on the text, 
the words, and their effectiveness. And the addition of formatting 
only complicates the work of administrators, coordinators, and 
production staff if they have to undo someone’s clever use of 
fonts, typefaces, or emphasis. 
As the sections of the Pink Draft are completed and come back 
in, the Proposal Manager should: 
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Ɣ Check each writer’s work—The primary goal here is to make 
sure that what was written matches the storyboards. 

Ɣ Add sketches of proposed art work to draft—This should be 
done even if notes rather than actual sketches are included; 
the goal here is to provide reviewers with as much infor-
mation as possible. 

Ɣ Begin work on a Table of Contents—Wherever possible, action 
terms should be used rather than the traditional bland head-
ings like Introduction, Description of Work, etc. (The head-
ings provide an opportunity to tie in the proposal Theme.) 

Ɣ Review Ideas for Cover Design—Meet with the artist(s) to try 
and nail down a design concept for the cover that effectively 
communicates the Theme. 

The Table of Contents and Action Captions 

Every page of your proposal should help convince the customer 
that you are their best choice. The Table of Contents offers an 
opportunity to introduce this process right at the beginning of 
the proposal. 
A standard Table of Contents looks something like this: 
I Understanding of the Requirements 
II Work Plan 
III Personnel 
IV Prior Experience 
The addition of “action captions” turns it into an echo of your 
Theme as well as a Table of Contents: 
I Your Requirements: We understand them and we’re 

dedicated to meeting them 
II Our Work Plan: It will be complete and detailed because 

that’s how we prevent mistakes and plan for safety 
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III Personnel: Those we’ve assigned to this project have 35 
years combined experience working in dangerous environ-
ments 

IV Our Prior Experience: Our work is accident free. 
Here’s a quiz: 
What is the major ISSUE for this proposal?1 

Here is another Table of Contents with action captions: 
I We understand your requirements and internal procedures 
II Our work plan includes the specialized reports you need and 

dovetails with your “Exquis Project Plan Controls” 
III Key personnel assigned to this project have worked with 

your organization on the previous phase 
IV Our prior experience was built by helping your organization 

avoid $153 million in regulatory constraints 
What is the major ISSUE for this proposal? Can you guess? 

The Pink Team Review 

Technical First 

First and foremost, the Pink Team must include technical 
personnel who are familiar with the technology referenced in the 
proposal. Even if you cannot get other staff to review the 
proposal, a technical reviewer is a must. Their primary job is to 
make sure that you have taken the correct approach. 
If possible, Pink Team reviewers should be people who have had 
NO involvement with the proposal up to this point and yet are 
technically competent in the areas it deals with. They should 
have no preconceived biases. You will provide them with an 
                                                 
1 safety 
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outline, which describes the client, their issues, and the Theme 
along with the draft. 
The draft copy the Pink Team receives should be as clean and 
complete as possible. Graphics should be included, even if it’s 
still in its early stages. If tables or appendices with supporting 
data are planned, those should be included, too. And there 
should be “placeholders” for all missing material, so that it’s clear 
to the reviewer that the authors know something is missing. 
Although the planned format may be shown for a few pages, it’s 
OK if the Pink Team draft looks “rough.” 
The Pink Team reviewers should read the proposal from 
beginning to end and compare it to the guidelines. In addition to 
checking out the technical accuracy and validity of the proposal, 
the reviewers should also make sure the proposal responds to 
everything in the RFP and that the company’s message is clear. 
The writing should be readable and grammatically correct, and 
the writing style should be appropriate for the assumed reader 
(agency personnel or client). Benefits should show through and 
be supported by things like experience, background, expertise, 
and qualifications. 
If there’s artwork, the reviewers should check to make sure it’s 
not simply gratuitous, that it illustrates the ideas and makes sense. 
The most important thing your reviewers need to keep in mind is 
that their mark-ups should provide guidance to the proposal 
team. Comments like “Wrong!” and “No” written in the margin 
are useless. If something is wrong, the reviewer should make it 
right or, at the very least, provide directions for the writers so 
they can find a solution. 
Finally, the Proposal Manager should be listening for complaints 
about the Theme. “It’s too much! I couldn’t stand reading it!” 
“Do you have to keep bringing up that Theme over and over?” If 
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you don’t get these complaints from the folks who have carefully 
deliberated over the document, you need to go back and add 
more Theme to the proposal. 
Remember that very few of the client’s reviewers will do more than 
read a few sections and then skim the rest of the proposal. You 
must get your message across in the environment of a quick review. 
After the review, the Proposal Manager collates the comments 
and checks them against the RFP checklist to be sure they don’t 
conflict. He or she then distributes these comments back to the 
writers. 

Writing the Final Draft 

The Red Team Draft 

In an ideal world, this draft, based on the feedback from the 
Pink Team’s review, should not have much left to be modified. 
But we don’t live in an ideal world, and there are often details 
and problems that were not anticipated. If last minute intelli-
gence generates new data or staff changes occur, some modifica-
tions may have to be made. 
As the writers produce this draft, the Proposal Manager is busy 
pulling together much of the important supporting material. 
This includes: 
Ɣ Producing the Executive Summary 

Begin by taking the ISSUES and the Benefit Statements 
from the storyboards and then flesh out the spaces between 
into a cohesive summary. 

Ɣ Creating the RFP matrix 
If a matrix is planned for the final proposal, it can be 
modified from your RFP summary worksheet and, except for 
page numbers, filled in now. 
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Ɣ Checking the draft against the RFP checklist 
One more time, check just to be sure you have met all the 
requirements. 

Ɣ Checking the writer’s submissions 
As the writing comes in, check it one more time for the 
changes requested and continued adherence to the RFP 
guidelines. 

Ɣ Pulling in resumes and project summaries 
These are generally not part of the writing team’s function, 
and these will have been edited to suit this particular RFP. 

Ɣ Inserting all graphics and printing a sample of the cover 
This ensures that the document produced for the Red Team 
reviewers is as close to the final version as possible. 

There should be no missing pieces, no artwork left out, and no 
remaining work to be done. In fact, the 2 or 3 days devoted to 
Red Team review can often give the writers and production 
group a “breather” before the last big push. 

The Red Team Review 

Reviewing the Final Draft 

The members of your Red Team should emulate the membership 
of the selection panel. They should be at the same cognitive level. 
Therefore, if your selection panel will be mid-level managers and 
some technical experts, you should not seek the President of your 
organization as a Red Team reviewer. If the project or product 
being proposed is a large purchase for the customer, and their 
CEO will be reviewing the proposals, then your CEO would be 
an ideal candidate for the Red Team. (If this is a REALLY BIG 
proposal for your organization, your senior management may 
insist on seeing the Red Team draft. This does not mean that they 
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should be a member of the Red Team, but should review a copy of 
the draft while the Red Team is reviewing the draft as well.) This 
review is the last look at the proposal before it goes to print. 
The Red Team members ideally have had no prior connection to 
the proposal. They should not have been consulted for content 
matters, and they definitely should not have contributed to the 
writing. They should also be willing to commit the necessary 
time and attention to the proposal. If possible, they should be 
given a weekend to do the reading so that distractions and 
interruptions can be kept to a minimum. And, if possible, the 
review should be held in an isolated location, away from where 
the proposal was prepared. 
Each team member should have a copy of the proposal guide-
lines in advance and for reference during the reading. The 
proposal guidelines include a synopsis of the RFP, outline of the 
ISSUES, and explanation of the Theme. 
Red Team mark-ups can be accomplished in a variety of ways. 
The old-fashioned red pen works just fine. Using “track changes” 
is also acceptable, provided the readers know how to use this 
function and you know how to deal with it. 
The Red Team looks at the proposal through the client’s eyes. 
They evaluate the proposal as if they are members of the client’s 
review board, looking for weaknesses and strengths, checking to 
make sure it responds to the guidelines in every respect, and reading 
it from beginning to end. This should be the most comprehensive 
review the proposal gets, determining one last time the following: 
Ɣ The Theme is clear and evident; 
Ɣ The Benefit Statements appear in every part of the proposal; 
Ɣ There’s no question as to why your organization should be 

chosen; 
Ɣ The graphics make sense and fit the text; 
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Ɣ The proposal responds to the guidelines; and 
Ɣ The text is easy to read and understand. 
The Proposal Manager should collate all comments and arrange 
for any necessary assistance for re-writes. 

Publication and Delivery Management 

Where the Rubber Meets the Road 

A number of important shifts take place at this stage of the 
schedule. For one thing, the work may now involve late nights 
and lost weekends. And it’s likely to test the mettle of your 
production staff. 
Some of those shifts include a change in control, from Proposal 
Manager to Proposal Coordinator, the implementation of 
Backup Systems, debriefing and, finally, time to celebrate the 
proposal’s delivery. 

The Command Shift from Proposal Manager to Proposal 
Coordinator 

At this stage, the Proposal Manager becomes second in command 
to the Proposal Coordinator and the proposal production team. 
His or her most valuable role may well become that of fetching 
meals and keeping the coffeepot full. During this time period, the 
Proposal Manager writes the transmittal letter. (Of course, the 
letter ought to include strong Benefit Statements for each ISSUE.) 

Implementing the Backup Systems 

Experience and Murphy’s Law tells us that if something can go 
wrong, it will, so now is the time to get as many backup elements 
in place as possible. Just as fire exits are pre-planned for every 
office building, you should pre-plan for complications and 
disasters. Design and test your backup systems on a routine basis. 
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That means having extra “everything you can think of” like: 
Ɣ Copier and Printer Supplies 

� Toner cartridges 
� Paper 
� Copy machines 
� Ink, ribbons, etc. 

Ɣ Computer Support 
� Hard drive backups 
� Network support 
� Disk crash recovery software 
� Alternative internet and e-mail access 
� Virus solutions 

Ɣ Bad Weather Solutions 
� Alternative ways for the team to reach the office (or keep 

in touch electronically) 
� Cell phones to backup telephone failures 
� Battery power if electricity goes out 

And you should always have a Backup Delivery System. It should 
be in place and ready to go when the first delivery begins. Don’t 
assume you’ll find a way if something goes wrong. Have a 
method ready. God is kind, but not willing to go any farther 
than as far as you’ve planned ahead! 

Celebrate the Delivery 

Of course, the celebration should be reserved for confirmation of 
the delivery. Make sure that someone follows up with the carrier 
or the person who is responsible for getting the proposal to the 
client. Check with them to confirm its safe arrival. 
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Comparing Strategic and Tactical 
Elements of Proposal Management 

 
Strategic Elements Tactical Elements 

Ɣ Benefits Generated Based on 
ISSUEs 

Ɣ Benefits Met w/Features of Your 
Offering 

Ɣ Theme Developed from ISSUEs 
of BUGs 

Ɣ Test THEME for Quality  

Ɣ Cost Proposal: Should We Do 
It? 

Ɣ Cost Proposal: How Can We Do 
It? 

Ɣ Management Commitment Ɣ Schedule 
Ɣ RFP Checklist 
Ɣ Publication and Delivery 

Ɣ Writing Storyboards Ɣ Reviewing Storyboards 

Ɣ Reviewing Pink Draft Ɣ Writing Pink Draft 

Ɣ Reviewing Red Draft Ɣ Writing Red Draft 

 



 

107 

SEVEN 

The Shortlist Solution: 
How Non-Actors Can Pull 
A Rabbit Out Of The Hat 

Best and Final Offer 

After you’ve submitted your proposal, you may be invited to a 
second round of competition, or negotiations. For Government 
procurements these are usually called “Best and Final Offers” 
(BAFO) or “Shortlist Presentations.” 
You should consider this more of an opportunity to lose than a 
chance to get ahead. All of the firms being invited for a BAFO 
or Shortlist Presentation are considered qualified. That’s why 
these sessions are often called “Beauty Contests.” If the selection 
panel is having any difficulty deciding, they use their impressions 
of your team to make the final choice. 

Actors Need Not Apply 

Winning major projects at BAFO is a delicate process. You can’t 
take a red pen to the spoken words of your staff the way you can 
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to a written proposal. And turning your staff into polished actors 
is unrealistic. Speaking in front of others effectively is not some-
thing most people are naturally great at. So, rather than focusing 
on their “acting ability,” what you need is a system that prepares 
your presenters to do THEIR best, a system that makes them 
come across as what they are: competent, knowledgeable, and 
assured. 
Each person needs to present his or her best face as a profession-
al, not as an actor or television personality. They simply need to 
be comfortable enough to be themselves so that they can answer 
the hard questions effectively. For those who are unaccustomed 
to speaking in public, rehearsals are a necessity, not to create a 
“slick” presentation, but to make them familiar enough with the 
process to be comfortable. Those who are comfortable speaking 
in public may only need to rehearse a dozen times before the 
presentation. 
The candidates have usually been narrowed down at this point. 
Instead of one in 85, you may be one in 6, so the odds now are 
better. But the pressure is on to stand out. And the way to make 
sure you stand out is through careful preparation. 

Careful Preparation Is the Key 
The route to being prepared involves 5 steps. 
1 Revisit the Proposal 

Based on the instructions and time you are allowed, begin 
your planning by revisiting your proposal. Review every 
aspect of it to make sure everyone is familiar with all of it, 
not just the portion he or she was originally responsible for. 
You may, at the same time, begin step two, the creation of 
new storyboards. 
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2 Create New Storyboards 
You should create the new storyboards for the presentation 
on the basis of what was in your proposal and whatever 
emerged when you “revisited” it, but you must be careful not 
to introduce information that was not presented in your 
proposal. This is especially true of government 
procurements, which are often required to disqualify your 
organization if you introduce new information. They do this 
to preserve the fairness of the competition and prevent 
information from being considered that may subject the 
selection to protest. (Of course, there are always instances of 
unusual circumstances; say, for example, a recent tornado 
destroyed a section of beach where a sea wall was proposed 
and now the money will be used to reclaim whatever beach 
can be scooped up and smoothed out.) 

3 Create Time Limitations 
Instead of page limitations; create time limitations for each 
storyboard. Once you have your storyboards approved, each 
speaker should use them to create their scripts. The scripts 
are for each person’s own use, so don’t edit or change them. 
This will prevent your speakers from sounding like they are 
unfamiliar with the material. During rehearsals, you can note 
items that need to be changed by the speaker, but they 
should do this in their own words. 

4 Anticipate Questions and Answers 
In most cases, you’ll have to be available for questions and 
answers during or at the end of the presentation. Your team 
can anticipate some of the questions and talk about what 
would be the best way to handle them. You should work out 
who will be the lead person for fielding the questions and 
directing the answers. In most cases, this will be the 
proposed Project Manager. Practice what you will do if 
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you’re asked a question and you don’t know the answer. And 
most of all, don’t practice bluffing. It always shows. 

5 Practice: Conduct a Dry Run 
The first rehearsal should be a “dry run.” With everyone 
sitting around a table, each person reads off their portion of 
the presentation. Everyone is free to make comments and 
suggestions as they go. This should be a low voltage affair, 
letting everyone get comfortable with the material and 
allowing folks with less experience to learn from the more 
experienced members of the team. Be sure to review all of 
the intelligence used in the proposal. And confirm, as much 
as possible, that nothing has changed. At the end of this 
session, sketches of any graphics needed for the presentation 
should be turned in. 
Practice: Conduct Rehearsal(s) 
Each speaker, in the order you’ll follow at the actual 
presentation, presents his or her material. Standing in front 
of the group, he or she, using whatever media they might 
actually use, presents without interruption. And at this 
point, charts can be simply a sketch copied onto a slide.  
At the end of each speaker’s presentation, the others make 
their comments and suggestions. The amount of time used 
should also be noted for each speaker so they can adjust their 
presentation to stay on time. 
Practice: Conduct a Dress Rehearsal 
The dress rehearsal is your final run-through. If you know 
what kind of room you’ll be presenting in, select a room that 
is similar in size and layout. If you plan to bring your own 
equipment to the actual presentation, bring it into the room 
and set it up just as you really might. (You don’t want to find 
out too late that the crates are too heavy for the three 
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presenters to manage, or that none of you knows how to set 
up the equipment when you have an audience in the client’s 
office, so you need to find out these things now.) 
Here are the important things to attend to for the dress 
rehearsal: 
� Invite People to be Reviewers 

Encourage reviewers to emulate the people you think 
will be in the room during the actual presentation. If the 
client will have just a few people, your dress rehearsal 
should have just a few people; if your client will have an 
auditorium of 50, move your dress rehearsal to the local 
high school, if necessary, and invite 20 officemates. 

� Rehearse Without Interruption  
Comments and suggestions should be written down and 
provided to the Proposal Manager for dissemination the 
next day. Creating a dress rehearsal that emulates the 
actual presentation gives the presentation team an 
anchor that helps them manage the nervousness 
common on the day of presentation. 

� Create a Supportive, Positive Atmosphere 
The frame of mind of your presenters is determined by the 
atmosphere during the rehearsals. Stressed out, scared, 
harassed presenters don’t do as well as presenters who 
have some confidence and are relatively calm. Your 
organization may have a zealot, a “screamer” or a “slash 
and burn artist” for written proposals, and indeed you may 
need someone who can bring up the unmentionable 
issues. Organizations without someone willing to say the 
unmentionable or take the chance of hurting someone’s 
feelings, suffer the consequences when these weaknesses 
are noticed by the selection panel. However, this approach 
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backfires when critical comments are lobbed at technical 
professionals working under pressure to be public 
speakers. In general, the better approach for oral 
presentations is a supportive, positive atmosphere. 

� Solicit Questions and Answers 
Your team should have already anticipated some likely 
questions and determined the best way to handle them. 
The lead person for questions (usually the proposed Project 
Manager) should be prepared to answer or hand off the 
question to another member of the team. Calm, confident 
presenters find better answers than nervous, tense 
presenters. Unless you are unqualified to do the work, your 
representatives will have the right answers. But enabling 
them to come up with those answers when they are on the 
spot is the difference between the winner and the rest of the 
organizations who got dressed up for nothing. 

� Really DRESS for the Dress Rehearsal 
And speaking of dressing up…ask the team members to 
each wear the outfit they will wear to the presentation, for 
the dress rehearsal (and for an entire day, at least one week 
in advance). Nothing stings worse than a pained expression 
caused by new shoes that pinch or a suit jacket that rides 
up every time the speaker turns to point to the chart. 

� � � 

A competition for a large grant required researching a topic 
(banking deregulation and its impact on the U.S. economy, 
the banking industry, and the housing industry) for three 
hours and then presenting to a group of 20 industry experts. 
Each of the teams did a credible job, but the grant was lost 
during the questions and answers. 
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During questions and answers, a member of the panel asked 
what we thought about the tax implications. Most of the teams 
tried to bluff their way through an answer. Just one team 
explained honestly that while tax implications would certainly 
have some effect, they were not prepared to discuss that impact 
at this time. That’s the team that didn’t try to bluff their way 
through, and that’s the team that won the grant. 

� � � 

Oral Proposals 

In an attempt to reduce procurement expenses and speed up the 
selection process, the Federal Government has, in some cases, 
requested Oral proposals. 
There are obvious similarities between preparing for an Oral 
presentation and a Shortlist Presentation, but there are more 
important differences. Some organizations may think that a 
presentation is just a presentation, but the differences are 
critical. 

Critical Features of the Oral Proposal 

1 The Client Only Scores What Is Said During the Presentation 
If any RFP requirements are left out, no matter how minor, 
you’re disqualified. So you need to follow the RFP just as 
carefully as you do when preparing a written proposal. 

2 Rehearsals Take the Place of Pink and Red Reviews 
And those rehearsals become even more critical than the 
reviews. You cannot say everything you need to say in the 
time allowed without those rehearsals. The rehearsals will 
uncover those parts of your message that are difficult to 
understand when spoken and need great graphics to be clear. 
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3 You’ll Need to Enlist Understudies 
This is another reason to rehearse; rehearsals are vital for 
your understudies in case they must go on in place of an ill 
colleague. You should select an understudy for at least 20 
percent of the number of people scheduled to present, and 
you may want an understudy for every person that brings a 
unique technical skill. They should have a copy of the 
person’s script and attend as many rehearsals as possible. 

4 You’ll Need Notes or Notecards 
You should not (and cannot) memorize your material. The 
fact that RFP requirements cannot be left out demand that 
you leave nothing to chance. Since prepared notes or cards 
are perfectly acceptable, you should rehearse with them. It’s 
much safer than realizing that you forgot to mention a minor 
item. (For example, that the RFP requires that you “can 
produce documents in Microsoft Word™”.) 

Further Considerations 

Oral Presentations for Source Selection tend to be long (3 hours 
or more), so everyone must be “on their toes” and well prepared. 
You should approach the orals with studied consideration and 
thoroughness. Each of these elements is important to the 
production of a successful oral proposal. 
1 Review Every Aspect of the RFP 

Make sure everyone is familiar with all of it, not just the 
portion he or she is responsible for at the orals. (This 
includes the understudies.) 

2 Create Storyboards for the Presentation 
These should be as detailed and complete as any you would 
create for a written proposal. 
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3 Create Time Limitations 
Instead of page limitations, each storyboard should have a 
time limitation. Each speaker uses the storyboards to create 
their scripts in their own words. 

4 Anticipate Questions and Answers 
Anticipate questions and determine the best way to handle 
them. Work out who will be the lead person for fielding the 
questions and directing the answers. 

5 Conduct a Dry Run 
Using the storyboards as a guide, have each person go over 
their portion of the presentation. Let the others make 
comments and suggestions as they go. (Turn in any sketches 
or graphics at this time). 

6 Conduct an Intermediate Rehearsal 
Have a “friendly” audience attend a run-through of the orals 
with speakers working from cards or notes. Don’t interrupt, 
but ask attendees to take notes and share them when it’s 
over. 

7 Conduct a Dress Rehearsal 
Conduct this in a room that is similar in size and layout to 
the one where the actual orals will take place and do not 
allow interruptions. Bring your equipment into the room 
and set it up just as you might for the actual presentation. 
Encourage reviewers to emulate the people you think will be 
in the room during the actual orals. Include a question and 
answer session, and have speakers wear the complete outfit 
they plan to wear to the orals. 

A final word. If you’re facing a large procurement (over $1 
million), you may want to hire specialized help to coach your 
team. 
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EIGHT 

How To Win Even If You’ve Lost 

Even if you follow the systems in this book to the letter, you will 
lose proposal competitions. Nobody wins them all. 
You can turn losers into winners by using them to continuously 
improve your approach and systems. Debriefs are a tool you can 
use to achieve this. 
There are two types of debriefs: 

Internal Proposal Team 

The objective of this debrief is to change anything that didn’t 
work well so that it doesn’t become a threat the next time. A 
second goal is to eliminate as many surprises as possible. Though 
you can’t anticipate everything, experience can teach you what 
the common problems are. A good internal debrief not only 
identifies them, but identifies ways to avoid them in the future 
by adjusting your system. 
With me, every proposal had an internal debrief. I would hold 
these meetings the morning after delivery of the proposal. 
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I used a quad diagram for this meeting that had four boxes: 
Ɣ Celebrate 
Ɣ Improve 
Ɣ Fix 
Ɣ Ignore 

Celebrate 

The first and most important. What went right? Who was our 
hero? How did we make something special of the proposal that 
just went out? If someone outside the team should be celebrated, 
who gets to work on the “thank you.” Will it be a note or a gift? 

Fix 

That went wrong? What is the timeline to fix this so it doesn’t 
happen again? Who will work on this? 
Did a printer run out of toner? Buy a backup, or get a key to the 
storeroom where replacements are kept. 

Improve 

What did we notice that “but for” could have been a serious 
problem? Is it in our realm of influence? If not, can we bring in 
the folks responsible to team with us on a prevention? How 
much time will we budget to fix this? When is it due back? 
For example, we had a production problem with the print shop. 
When we pulled the printers in, they suggested we send our files 
in a different order, and that made all the difference, erasing the 
slowdown we’d suffered. 
Maybe the Red Team review wasn’t successful, making changes 
that should have been made earlier, during the storyboard 
review. When that happened, we needed to add some training. 
So, we developed a mini-course on Storyboards and recruited 
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folks used for the Red Team to attend these brown bag sessions. 
We also created an instruction sheet for Red Team Reviewers 
and packaged the pre-review packet with the storyboards used to 
create the proposal so they’d be reminded of the instructions 
driving the proposal development. 

Ignore 

Some issues can’t/should not/won’t be fixed and don’t endanger 
delivery of a winning proposal, so we’ll spend a moment griping 
about them and then decide to ignore it. 
Amazingly, we often put very little in this box. New trainees 
would feel that everything was outside our control, but more 
experienced folks knew we had more tools than you might 
suspect and would figure out ways to nibble away at issues. 
For example, resume updating was always behind. 
Ɣ Our best writer took over the quarterly reminder message 

and made it a hilarious literary gem folks looked forward to 
receiving. 

Ɣ Our best technical person brought in a friend who was 
programming the new management system and figured out 
how to grab data being used for billing to automatically up-
date each person’s resume with the jobs they’d billed to. 
With the minutia already written (account number, client, 
project title), it was trivial to jot down a note about what you 
did on the project. 

Ɣ Candidates for a plum assignment had to be identified quickly. 
We developed a list of candidates for the President based on 
the data in the resume database, and we made sure folks knew 
that the shortlist was created from the resume database. 

These systems didn’t happen overnight. We tackled issues as 
we became aware of them and, bit by bit, built a monster 
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proposal machine. Small disasters were a gift because they gave 
us the data to know what we had to fix to be ready for a bigger 
disaster. 
For example, one day we lost power for two hours. That got us 
thinking about what we would do if power were out longer and 
we had a proposal due. Over the next few months we whittled 
away at a list of issues until we had a disaster plan. It didn’t get a 
chance to gather dust. 
A few months later, a transformer went out, taking down our 
entire campus and all our servers. Our group gathered up their 
supplies, headed for home, got online, created a network in the 
cloud, and was working within 45 minutes. 
The proposals underway were delayed by only a few hours as we 
transferred work to other team members and protected our 
critical path of proposals nearing deadline. We looked like 
geniuses. The rest of the firm took a pretty big hit in productivi-
ty that month with two days lost. 
As the proposal team leader, I would look at the issues raised 
and think about whether the correct place for prevention was 
actually farther upstream than it might appear. For example, we 
had a problem printing an odd file and were investigating other 
ways to print these particular files. However, the better solution 
was to ask for these files (data output from a proprietary system) 
a few days earlier than the Red Team review and produce them 
ahead of time. 
The data in these files would not change based on review 
comments, so there was no reason to delay production of those 
files until the rest of the document was ready. If we tried to fix 
this problem on the back end, during production, we had to 
convert the files and lose resolution, which was not necessary if 
we re-arranged the production schedule earlier in the process. 
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I never ran out of things to fix, but it stayed interesting because 
we didn’t spend time repeating the same problems in the same 
boring ways. 

Client Debriefs 

Whether you win or lose, it is critical to ask the client for a 
debrief. Typically, you can’t ask for these until a contract has 
been executed (i.e. signed by all parties). 
Many clients are constrained by regulation as to what they can 
and cannot discuss during a debrief. Understand and respect 
those constraints. 
Some clients will be more open and honest than others. Some 
clients will want to avoid saying anything negative to your face. 
Some will want to hide the real reasons they selected another firm. 
Yet, some will tell you, quite frankly, why you weren’t selected. 
Sometimes, the individuals providing the debrief had no in-
volvement in the selection process. And as such, they may be 
pulling answers out of the air or interpreting what was written on 
the score sheets. 
Some clients will even provide you with scoring sheets, evaluator 
notes, or even the other proposals (if you ask). 

What A Client Debrief Isn’t 

The objective of a client debrief is to determine the elements of 
your competitor’s offerings or your proposal that hurt your 
chances. If you’ve won, you’ll want to learn what resonated with 
the client. 
The objective of a client debrief is NOT to question their 
decision or convince them they made a bad choice. If you go in 
with that mentality, you’ll just shoot yourself in the foot. 
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One Approach To Client Debriefs 

Put yourself in the client’s shoes. They want the best service or 
solution, but they’ll have no interest in giving you an unfair 
advantage over your competitors. Likely, your clients have 
debriefed many consulting firms and have established a common 
script they recite to losers. It’s not in their best interest to give 
one losing firm more information than another. 
One approach is to come at them with open-ended questions 
they are not expecting. If you make them pause and think, you’ll 
either break them from their script or get them to admit there is 
someone else you should be talking to. 
One good question to ask is, “If you could only point to one 
thing that set the winner apart, what would that be?” 
Another question you might ask is, “If there was one key area we 
came up short in, what would that be?” 
Questions like that force them to think. When you force them to 
think, you’ll break them from the script. If they can’t answer these 
questions, you might ask them if there is someone else who could. 

Always Fact Check Client Debriefs 

Take what your client says at face value, but always try to verify 
that their comments correlate with how your proposal was 
scored. For example, if they tell you the winning firm had better 
qualifications, but scored your qualifications higher...you can be 
sure there is more to the story. 
On the other hand, if they said your technical approach could 
use some work and they scored your technical approach low, 
you’ll have to admit that technical approach hurt you. 
Remember to ask for a debrief even if you’ve won. You’ll need to 
know the information they provide for future proposals. 
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When you have the debrief information and have verified it (to 
the extent you can), put it through the same process you did with 
your internal debrief. 
If you choose to “skip” the debrief process, the lack of improve-
ment will eventually catch up to you and hinder your success 
rate. 
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Appendix 
 

 Editable Versions Of These Forms Can Be Downloaded at 
http://www.helpeverybodyeveryday.com/magic 
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Black Hole Report 

Prospect   Date   

Target Project/Sale   

Describe this prospect: Compare them with the “BEST” and “WORST” 
customer descriptions from the marketing plan: 

 
BUGS: Buyers 
in Prospect 
Organization 

CASE of 
Buyers 

ISSUES of Buyers in Prospect 
Organization: What are their issues of 
critical importance? 

Boss   

Users   

Gatekeepers   

Supporters   
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Four Types of Buyers (BUGS) 

There are just four types of buyers. I call them the Bosses, the Users, the 
Gatekeepers, and the Supporters. They’re the BUGS you must learn to 
manage.  

Bosses 
These are the ones who hold the purse strings of the organization. If things have 
been done one way for a long while, a Boss can move the organization (and the 
attendant budgets) in another direction. So it’s absolutely critical that they be 
identified for every prospective sale. You need to know what the Boss’s intended 
path is so you can craft your proposal to match their direction. 

Users 
These folks want to know that your proposal will work for them and solve the 
problem they are responsible for managing because they have to deal with the 
day-to-day details. You need to know what their operating environment is like 
so you can meet their needs with your proposal. 

Gatekeepers 
These people can say “No” but they can’t say “Yes.” Their function is to monitor 
the process and make sure your proposal meets the requirements of the 
organization. They often want to be identified as Bosses, but you can often identify 
them as Gatekeepers because they’ll tell you that they’re the final decision-maker. 
“Yessir,” they’ll say, “the buck stops here. The folks upstairs just ‘rubber stamp’ my 
decision.” This attitude makes them dangerous because if you take them at their 
word and believe they really ARE Bosses, you’ll never find out what the Boss 
upstairs REALLY wants. Gatekeepers are important to the process (they’ll make sure 
you know that!) but they aren’t ever the only Buyer in an organization. 

Supporters 
This might be a User who became enamored of the product at a demonstration, 
or someone who has worked with you before and feels your work would be a 
good value for their organization. They’re familiar with your solution and want to 
see it applied in their organization, and you should enlist their help. But rather 
than trying to sell them, you should use them to coach you on who the players are 
for the target project in front of you. 
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Customer CASEs 

There are generally four cases a customer might be in when they are 
approached by someone trying to make them their “First Choice” 
supplier: 

Crisis, Arrogance, Satisfaction, or Expansion. 

 
case n. 1. An instance or example of the existence or occurrence of 
something. 2. A set of circumstances or state of affairs; situation. 
3. A set of reasons, arguments, or supporting facts offered in 
justification of a statement, action, situation, or thing. V. cased, 
cas·ing, cas·es. Slang. To examine carefully, as in planning a crime: 
case the bank before robbing it. 

A Case of Crisis 
A customer in a case of crisis needs help but isn’t taking the time for 
careful consideration that a customer in a case of expansion would. 
You must do two things with someone in the case of crisis: (1) restrain 
yourself from telling them that “you told them so” and (2) present a 
quick fix solution. Only after the crisis is over can you try to discuss 
longer range, more strategic projects that can prevent the crisis from 
ever happening again (or uncover other lurking issues due to become 
crises). 
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A Case of Arrogance 
An organization or customer who is disconnected from reality and does 
not perceive any competitive threat to their position is usually suffering 
from arrogance, and they will be hostile to anyone who dares to 
suggest things are otherwise. Customers with a case of arrogance will 
not buy anything, but you should stay close by. Fortunately (for you), 
arrogance never lasts. Arrogance thwarts the ability of the customer to 
notice what is going on around them, and very soon these customers 
will most likely be facing a crisis. It’s just a matter of time. (Time, of 
course, is relative to different industries – in the retail soap trades, very 
soon will be within the quarter; in the government, very soon may be 
two senatorial terms from now.) 

A Case of Satisfaction 
When a customer is in a case of satisfaction, there’s very little hope of 
winning work or making a sale. The customer believes that his or her 
current situation is all right. They don’t feel like looking at other options. 
For example, the proverbial “retired in place” administrator doesn’t want 
to change anything. It’s all downhill for him. The last thing he wants to 
hear about is a change. So you’re not likely to make a sale here, and 
should move on to another better opportunity. 

A Case of Expansion 
A customer (or organization) in a case of expansion sees new 
opportunities and is looking for new ways to solve problems. You are 
most likely to make a sale to a customer in this case. In a case of 
expansion, you are welcome to present new solutions, and you’ll find a 
willing ear. More importantly, a customer with a case of expansion 
needs solutions and suggestions! 
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GO/NO-GO Checklist 

Criteria 
Criteria Rating Scale 

Score 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1.  
Client 
Knowledge 
of your firm 

We are 
unknown 
to this 
client 
(we have 
never 
talked 
with them) 

We are 
relatively 
unknown 
to this 
client (we 
have not 
talked 
with them 
about this 
project 

The client knows 
us (we have had 
discussions with 
them or done 
one or two 
projects) 

The client knows and 
likes us (we have 
performed multiple 
successful projects for 
them) 

 

Comment: 

2. 
Scope of 
Services vs. 
Experience 

This is a stretch; 
limited experience on 
team 

Staff members 
did this in prior 
jobs or subs 
provide key 
elements 

We have 
some 
experi-
ence 

This is 
one of our 
core 
compet-
encies 

 

Comment: 

3.  
Corporate 
Experience 

New or 
unknown 
area for 
us 

Must rely 
largely on 
subs 

We have some 
experience but 
subs are the key 

We can fill key 
positions from existing 
available competent 
personnel 

 

Comment: 

4. Strategic 
Value 

Uncertain or low 
priority area for us 

We would like 
this but it is not 
key 

This is an area in 
which we clearly want 
to grow  

Comment:  
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Criteria 
Criteria Rating Scale 

Score 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

5.  
Team 
Members 

Project requires team 
members but none yet 
identified 

Team members 
identified but 
not yet 
committed 

Some 
team 
members 
committed 

Commitme
nt letters 
from all 
teammates 
in hand 

 

Comment: 

6. 
Availability of 
Resources 

Resources needed but 
not yet identified 

Identified but 
not yet 
committed 

Some 
committed 

Commitm
ents from 
necessary 
resources 

 

Comment: 

7. 
Opportunity 
Awareness 
and Pre-sell 
Opportunity 

This is a flier or 
surprise RFP. 1st time 
we have seen RFP 
RFP/Announcement is 
out, doors are closed 

Prior submittals 
or some 
discussion with 
client RFP due 
soon, will only 
be able to talk 
to one or two 
people 

Extensive pre-work with 
the client on this 
request. RFP months 
away. Will be able to 
complete a 
comprehensive plan 
and pre-sell. 

 

Comment: 

8. 
Competition 

Unknown status, 
proposal earmarked 
for others, or many 
proposals expected 

We are in the 
pack 

We are clearly a top 
contender 

 

Comment: 

9. Project 
Viability - Risk 

Project funds are not 
yet secured, high risk 
associated with this 
project 

Project may be 
viable but not 
yet certain 

 No risk associated 
with this project; fee, 
schedule, and scope 
of work are all viable 

 

Comment:  

Total Score (63 or more = Go, >63 = wait for next opportunity) SUM  
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ISSUEs of Critical Importance 
is·sue 
noun. 1. A situation that presents difficulty, uncertainty or perplexity. 
2. A problem. 

The issues of critical importance are those things that are of most 
concern to your BUGS. A key purpose of your marketing endeavors will 
be to find and understand these issues. These issues will be critical to 
meeting the needs of your customer. When dealing with ISSUES, you 
should keep these three important things in mind: 

Issues of critical importance may or may not relate directly to 
the project you are targeting 
“I really need to get this project done fast!” or “We just don’t have the 
manpower to do this right; we need someone who can join us to get this 
done!” These are the kinds of comments more commonly heard; however, 
life may intervene with unwritten (and unanticipated) requirements. 

In such cases, you may hear remarks like “My son has cancer. I really 
need to be home with him and my wife a lot more this year, so I need 
someone to take care of the day-to-day supervision.” or “The chairman of 
our board is up for election this year. If this project isn’t finished before 
the campaign, she’ll have a tough time dealing with the opposition.” 

Collecting these issues is the core to a winning proposal  
This is the heart and soul of the “Magic.” And this is what winners 
understand. Knowing what the real issues are gives you the magician’s edge. 

Issues change over time 
You can’t assume that the issues of a few years ago are the issues of 
today. Old information is worse than a black hole; it’s a time bomb. You 
must confirm with the subjects themselves what today’s critically 
important issues are. 
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Marketing Meeting Worksheet 
Here’s a set of questions you should be able to answer for any 
marketing meeting. 

 
What is your objective for this meeting? Why are you visiting? 

What do you want to happen? What is your best outcome? 
What will you say to try to make that happen? 

What is the least that must happen in order for you to continue considering this 
relationship as worthwhile to pursue? What must the other party bring to the 
meeting? What must they agree to do as a result of your meeting? 

What Black Holes are you needing to fill? What is the CASE of the BUGS 
you’ll be meeting with, and whose ISSUES are you seeking? 

What will the competition be likely to offer this client? 
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Sample Schedule 

PROPOSAL SCHEDULE FOR: KAAP Proposal 

Client: Start Date: Proposal Manager:  p. 1 

Client Reference No.: Shipping Date:  

Proposal Coordinator:  

Days/Date                    

Event Who                    
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 Storyboard 

 
Volume: Writer: Date Due: 

Section:  Subsection: 

Title:  

Theme:  

Pages: Importance: File Name: 

Tables/Art Notes/Sketches: 
 
No. Figures:  No. Tables:  No. Photos: 

Benefit Statement: 
 
 
 
 

Lead Paragraph: 
 
 
 
 

Supporting Paragraphs:  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  
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Comparing Strategic 
and Tactical Elements of Marketing 

We’ve organized these materials by their strategic and tactical elements. 
This allows a view of “what and why” and then a separate explanation 
of “how” to match your own objectives. While learning the process, the 
strategic elements will be more helpful. And when you are in the 
trenches, managing a proposal, the tactical elements will guide you. 

 
Strategic Elements Tactical Elements 

Identify your goals with a marketing 
plan 

Identify client targets that match the 
goals 

Check the BUGS and CASES 
identified 

Define the goal of each meeting and 
what information you need to bring 
back. 

Check the Black holes and review the 
ISSUES 

Review the meeting results and assign 
personnel to fill in Black Holes 

Check the action plan: What needs to 
happen? Do you need help from 
outside? 

Check the action plan against the 
goals and decide who, from your 
organization, needs to be involved. 

Make Go/No-Go decision Review Go/No-Go checklist 
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Comparing Strategic and Tactical 
Elements of Proposal Management 

 
Strategic Elements Tactical Elements 

Ɣ Benefits Generated Based on 
ISSUEs 

Ɣ Benefits Met w/Features of Your 
Offering 

Ɣ Theme Developed from ISSUEs 
of BUGs 

Ɣ Test THEME for Quality  

Ɣ Cost Proposal: Should We Do It? Ɣ Cost Proposal: How Can We Do It? 

Ɣ Management Commitment Ɣ Schedule 
Ɣ RFP Checklist 
Ɣ Publication and Delivery 

Ɣ Writing Storyboards Ɣ Reviewing Storyboards 

Ɣ Reviewing Pink Draft Ɣ Writing Pink Draft 

Ɣ Reviewing Red Draft Ɣ Writing Red Draft 
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Moderator Notes for a Theme Meeting 

Attendees 
There are only two types of attendees for these meetings. 1. Those who 
will be writing a section of the proposal should attend the theme meeting. 
2. The ones who know the client the best or who are the best technical 
experts on the particular project being proposed on. There should be no 
one else present—no “witnesses,” no “tourists.” The smaller the group, the 
more quickly the brainstorming goes. Even if witnesses don’t speak, the 
process slows down considerably. This rule is important. If, by chance, 
none of the writers (including yourself) has participated in the marketing 
effort directed at this prospect, one member of that team needs to attend 
so that they can provide clarification and feedback where necessary.  

Location 
A secure facility. No windows. Unplug all phones. Collect all cell phones 
and put them outside the room. 

Equipment 
Lots of room to write. Cover the walls with sheets of paper or whiteboards. 
Bring the notes from the marketing team with complete description of the 
CASE, all BUGS, and their ISSUES. The latest Black Hole Report should be 
included as well. A copy of the RFP is appropriate but not necessary. 

Ground Rules 
You do not contribute to the discussion. You must record all comments 
and make sure everyone gets a chance to be heard. Your job is to draw 
out quiet members so that the group doesn’t miss their contribution. And 
make it safe for anyone to say the first thing that pops into their head. 
There are no BAD answers in brainstorming, and the only dumb 
questions are the ones that didn’t get asked. 
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Agenda 

6 Review the marketing intelligence collected by the marketing team. Use 
the boards to draw organization charts, list BUGS, note peculiarities of 
the key players in the customer’s organization. The team needs to get a 
feel for the players who are part of this procurement. Describe the BUGS 
with all the detail you have available, right down to what their favorite TV 
show might be. 

7 Write all of the issues on the board and discuss solutions to each. 

8 Rank the issues in order, creating at least three that you believe are the 
strongest both in desire on the customer’s part and your own ability to solve. 

9 Leave the top issues on the board, and take down or erase the rest. 

10 Read off the issues you’re focusing on and ask for any ideas for a theme, no 
matter how wild, that occur to anyone in the group. When you get stuck, 
use questions that force the group to access the creative side of the brain by 
pairing incongruent concepts with the issues. “So, if we wanted to build a 
restaurant for this customer, what kind of restaurant would we build? What 
kind of television show would we be? What song would we sing? 

11 Make sure that every idea gets written on the board. Do not allow anyone to 
discount, groan, or criticize any ideas at this stage. If you do, that part of the 
group will shut down. Once you’ve exhausted the group, step back and see 
if there are any nuggets that fit together for a theme. 

12 During this process, you’re listening for a group “Ah Ha!” Once you’ve 
heard this in a theme meeting, you’ll never forget it. Someone will say 
something, and several of the others in the group will react immediately. 
They may not say “Ah Ha!” but the reaction will be much the same. This is 
important because it signals that you have reached the Theme. When this 
happens, immediately proceed to the next step: test the theme. Do not 
stop. Do not let the group hesitate to judge whether this idea is too silly, 
bold, dangerous, strong, etc. Hesitation at this point will begin a spiral of 
weaker and weaker ideas, taking hours and hours to wade through. 
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13 Testing the theme: Check your theme against its two most important 
functions: 

Does it meet the requirements of a Theme? 

x Is it unique to your firm? (Can another firm use this theme?) 
x Does it benefit the customer? (Does this somehow help the 

customer?) 
x Is it important to the customer? (Does this theme relate to an 

issue(s) that is important, and not just a trivial side interest of the 
customer?) 

x Is it specific? (Does this theme relate specifically to this customer, 
this project?) 

x Is it provable? (Can you prove your claims?) 

Can you illustrate your benefit statements with this theme? 

x Construct a benefit statement that ties to your theme. Now address 
each one of the ISSUES by writing a benefit statement about that 
ISSUE that ties in your theme. Can you do it? If so, you’ll have no 
problem writing to this theme. 

14 General guidelines: (To be violated whenever necessary) 

x A shorter theme statement is better than a long one. 
x Concrete metaphors are easier to write to than abstract 

statements. 
x Fancy words don’t earn extra points (avoid 3 and 4 syllable words). 

NOTICE: Avoid patent and trademark violations. 

You can allude to, but not capitalize upon trademarks. For instance, it is legal to allude 
to the Andy Griffith Show as your theme: “We remember watching the Andy Griffith 
Show at home, and just like Andy was the steady hand, keeping order and peace, 
your project manager will be your on-site sentry.” On the other hand, you cannot use a 
photo you found on the Internet until you have checked to see if it is copyrighted, and 
then received permission if it is. Consult with legal counsel whenever you’re uncertain 
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 “Increasing win rates has always been my number one priority. After incorporating 
the methods and tools found in The Magic of Winning Proposals, I have taken my 
business development department to the next level by winning 85% of our bids and 

changing the way our Public Sector Group does business.” 

Bryan VanGilder 
Proposal Manager 

“The Magic of Winning Proposals provided me a solid way of understanding of the 
different kind of buyers and their needs. Armed with this information, I’ve been 

able to roll that crucial information into a strategy, theme, and feature-benefit style 
writing that sets us apart and ultimately results in a win. Thanks to the foundation I 

built through this book, I’ve thrived in this business for more than 20 years, apply-
ing it on simple, straightforward $1 million proposals to multi-billion dollar com-

plex programs.” 

Leslie Lassi 
Sales Manager, Environment & Nuclear Market 

“Convinced that I was plenty good at winning proposals my way, I didn’t instantly 
embrace Ms. Ricci’s craft. However, within a few months of using “The Magic of 
Winning Proposals,” my win rate improved. Please don’t read her book if you are 

competing with me.” 

Gwen Eklund 

“Scrolling through The Magic of Winning Proposals reminds me of how much we 
adopted and how much it raised our winning percentage.” 

Maureen S. Droessler, Ph. D 
Director, Research 

“I was a novice when I was introduced to the ‘Magic’ and learned that there was none. 
The concepts in this book took the mystery out of writing winning proposals. The 
process I learned replaced magic with science and guided me in the production of 

proposals that won in spite of fierce competition.” 

George Wilkerson, Ph.D. 
Retired Proposal Coordinator, 

General Electric Research & Development 



 

 

“This is not glitz or smoke and mirrors. This process gets you inside the client’s 
mind so you understand exactly what your proposal needs to win.” 

Mike Holder 
Industry Environmental Specialist 

“The Magic of Winning Proposals provides incredible structure to what is often a 
very complex process. A key component is learning how to effectively differentiate 

your company, your people and your approach in a way that sets you apart from the 
competition and raises the bar on what defines a successful proposal.” 

Rhonda Williams 
Director of Marketing Communications 

“Laura’s engaging book is so well written that it’s easy and fun to read, unlike most 
tomes on marketing and proposal writing. She provides a realistic framework for 

winning proposals and then spells out step-by-step analyses and strategies to enhance 
winning proposals. Her title invokes “magic,” but Laura de-mystifies the process to 

achieve that magic so that you can invoke the magic in your own business.” 

Elizabeth (Bette) Frick, PhD, ELS 

“Laura Ricci has developed an excellent process  
for coming up with proposals that make a difference.” 

James Machin 
Senior Project Manager 

“Practical guidelines and a little pixie dust  
for the experienced and novice proposal professional alike.” 

Beverley Dunn, MBA 
Business Consultant 


